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I. Introduction

The U.S; Congress, the Attomey Genera], the public, and others have expressed
concern about recent increases in violent crime. In response, the Commission directed

this working group to examine issues relevant to violent crime to determine if the
guidelines adequately address this concem. More specifically, the group has been asked
to focus on the topics of violent crimes, firearms, and gangs. The examination of violent
crimes and firearms focused on l) whether or not the present guideline penalties for
these offense types are adequate; and 2) whether or not there are specific application
problems associated with these guidelines. The purpose of the gang study was to lay the
groundwork for an examination of issues pertinent to incorporating gang membership
and gang-related crime as a sentencing factor.

II. Violent Crimes Chapter Two, Part A Guidelines (OBenses Against the Person)

A. Background

As part of its response to the Commission's directive, the working group
conducted a systematic study of the Part 2A guidelines These guidelines apply to
offenses ranging from first degree murder, which has a statutory maximum penalty of
death, to certain specified assaults, which have a maximum statutory penalty of three
years. The federal government does not have jurisdiction over the majority of the violent
crimes committed in the United States. Federal jurisdiction is limited to the special
maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States, to acts against certain specified
persons, such as the President, members of Congress, or internationally- protected
persons, or to classes ofacts that have an impact on interstate commerce'. Therefore,
the number of persons convicted of these statutes and subject to the Part 2A guidelines
each year is relatively small. In fiscal year 1991, 628 out of 33,000 cases sentenced in
federal court were subject to these guidelines.

The Part 2A guidelines have been the subject of considerable study and
amendment since the promulgation of the guidelines in 1987. The Commission has
enacted amendments to these guidelines in 1988, 1989, 1990, and 1991. Over the past
five years, the 2A guidelines have been amended on several occasions to reflect statutory
changes (552A1.1, 2A4.1), to increase penalties (552A1.5, 2A2.1, ZA3.2, 2A3.4, 2A4.1), to
clarify application of Chapter Three adjustments (&&2A2.4, 2A3.1, ZA3.2, 2A3.4), to
clarify specific offense characteristics and commentary (952Al.1, 2A2.1, 2A2.2, 2A2.3,
2A3.1, 2A3.2, 2A4.1, 2A5.3), and to create cross-references (552A1.5, 2A3.2, 2A3.4,
2A4.1). Additionally, three new guidelines have been created, two have been
restructured, and one has been given a new title.

l
See the discussion in the Case Law subsection of the Firearms section of this

report.



Additional amendments to the Sexual Assault and Kidnapping guidelines will take
effect November 1, 1992. The Kidnapping guideline has been amended to clarify that
the first degree murder guideline is the appropriate guideline to which to cross reference
(pursuant to 52A4.1(b)(7)) if an offense involves conspiracy to kidnap for the purposes of
committing murder, or if the offense involved a kidnapping during which a participant
attempted to murder the victim under circumstances that would have constituted first
degree murder had death resulted. The Sexual Assault guidelines have been amended to
add cross references and to add application notes clarifying the scope of the specific
offense characteristic that applies when the victim was in the custody, care, or supervising
control of the defendant. As shown by these amendments, past and pending, the
Commission has shown keen and continued interest in the sentencing of violent crimes.

Also, as part of the Commission's statutory mandate to inform Congress of
inconsistencies in criminal penalties, the Commission has recommended legislation to:

V

1) change the statutory maximums for assault offenses to make them consistent with each
other; 2) change the statutory maximurns for certain Travel Act oienses so that they are
consistent with similar underlying offenses; and 3) change the penalty for involuntary
manslaughter from three years to six years. Each of these recommendations has been
passed by the Senate or House in one form or another. A summary of the Commission's
report appears in Appendix A, pages A- l and A-2,

In undertaking the study of the Part 2A guidelines,*the working group focused on
two main questions:

0 Are the present penalties for the Part 2A guidelines adequate?

0 Are there application problems associated with specific Part 2A guidelines?

The remainder of the violent crimes section of the report summarizes the working
gi-oup's research and findings with respect to these two questions by presenting a profile
of Part 2A guidelines.

B. Monitoring Data

The working group adopted two methodological approaches to provide an initial
empirical look at.part 2A offenses:

'

0 Statistical analysis of Monitoring files;

0 Case ile reviews.
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1. Data Sources

The data set included guideline cases sentenced in fiscal year 1991 that were
received by the Commission's Monitoring unit. An initial pool of 757 cases involving
offenses against the person was identified, using two criteria: the application of a Part
2A guideline to the case, or a statute-based offense code (for any of the counts of
conviction) denoting a violent offense.' This data set forms the basis of the aggregate
analyses providing a statistical profile of offenses against the person. ~ Tables l - 14.

Individual case file reviews were performed on two sets of cases: offenses against
the person in which no Part 2A guideline was applied, or, if the Part 2A guideline was
applied, it did not have the highest offense level; and offenses against the person in
which the court departed upward or downward from the final sentencing range.

2. Findings

A review of violent offenses sentenced under the Part 2A guidelines provided no
unexpected results; the fi.ndings represent the range of violent behaviors that fall under
federal jurisdiction, and the guidelines applied to them seem to lead, in general, to,
appropriate sentence ranges and penalties for these behaviors.

The majority of federal offenses against the person are in the category of
Aggravated Assaults, sentenced under 52A2.2. ge Table 1. Of the cases in which a
Part 2A guideline provided the highest offense level (hereinafter referred to as "highest
guideline"'), Aggravated Assaults constitute 23.6 percent of the cases, followed by
Threatening Communications (13.2%), and Sexual Abuse (10.4%).

Tables 1 to ll concentrate only on violent offenses where the Part'ZA guideline
applied is the "highest guideline." Table 2 compares the distribution of final offense
levels for Part 2A offenses with that for all guideline Oienses. Generally, nnal offense
levels for violent offenses are higher than for all offenses. One quarter (25%) of these
offenders, respectively, had Sna1 offense level 12 and 7, or lower. The median offense
level (dividing the population to 50-50%) is 18 and 14 for violent and all offenses
respectively, and 75% of these offenders had final offense level 26 and 24, or lower.

Violent defendants seem, on the average, to have more serious criminal histories
than guideline defendants in general. $9; Tables 3 and 4. Only 54.8 percent of the

' ge Appendix A, page A-3, for a list of offense codes included in the analysis.

' Refers to either the only guideline applied, or, in a multicount case with more than
one guideline applied, to the guideline resulting in the highest offense level.
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Tabla 1

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON, WITH A PART 2A GUIDEUNE APPUED'
(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)

Gu ? Ollm Applied with
OiionoaAgalmttho Person

Hlght Offense Lava! N
~11 - ict ~groo Murder mi

mo Murder il 2.1
] ~1.; - plug Manslaughter 14 AZ
1

ZA1.O - ~lg~g ggManchu M 44 LO
1 n I llc. to mmit M rdr 0 .0..0

M2.1 - w lntont no rnrnit Murder 3~ ul
- r Alum! 2.1

17 3.1
ZA2.4 - ctl or Im odin cora9 ~ LT31

10..1~{.3 . ~mlnd gunn! Abuse of Mig 91 Li~ ,2 - ~mlnd gama] Abuse oi  Ward fl .0.,0~ ,4 - Apuaivo Sgxud gang; =1

~
4 .01

3~,1 - Aircraft Ping 2 .0.2
renee w Fll ht rn !

- mmittin min mos Aboard Aircraft 0 0 0
.1 - Thru I mmunioatlona ill 13.2

TOTAL ca 1W.D

'OI 38.419 guldnlino casas. rho Commission rooivod gubdolln pplbtlon lnforrrudon Ocr 32.~ . OI In $2.~ can with such
Information 310 mlxod luv= can (both uldollno md pro-guideline counts) were oxdudod. Ol the ~.4199uli-Milne emu, N3 Invoked
= Pn 2A dionne. 0! than 633 can, 59mixed ln ouoa were oxoludod.

SOURCE: U.S. Smonoing Commllon. '1W1 Dn Hb. MONFY91.
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Table 2

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON AND ALL CASES BY FINAL OFFENSE LEVEL'
(October 1, 1990 fhrough September 30, 1991)

Oflenau Against the Person All Go cline
Final Oflenee Level

N Bug N Emu
1 2 u In
2 9 LO sea 2.1
!l 9 go @1 LO
4 L'! Li .MI 1;
! 1 9.2 ID !1.
B 17 1,2 1.m LB
7 3.4 Lag 4.7
8 ~ 3;
9 13 2,5 LB 34

~ 22 ~ il .94
11 37 1. ;LO
12 25 £1 LSU 5J
li ~ 3.4 Lg
14 24 LG LCD 4.1
15 ~ 3; me 1.1

16 0 Z16 .3,0 1 1 3..9
17 - 9 1.7 HE De!~ ~ ;LQ AB
19 21 5..1 151 9..1
~ 12 33 HZ 2.0
21 £.2 1I! M
22 ~ ~0 gil
23 21 ill 213 Qi
25 1.1 1.113 AL
ii 9; 1.7 1~ 92
~ 2 1.7 LIZ AA
21 1.1 114 Q 4

~ 1 iL ~
~~ 11 .21 Bi DJ

L 1.1 Lee; AJ
11 21 4.Q .74 13

7 La Lon 4.1

~ 11 3 9; ~
~ L 9..6 ~
35 £ Li IL $1.1

9 0LQ am Li
9Z 14 3,7 me 0..5

3 ,01 2~ Qi
2 Qi 33 9.1
1 9..2 1=1 9;

41 ..- ~ l 9.1 M ALI
11.2 ;a1 Llc;

21 Q: 4. 0;
TOTAL mom Lil 1W.O

Of 33,419 guideline cases, th Commission received SOR 1lnl offense love! lnfnvmmlon Ior 28683. OI the 28 683 cases with such
irpiormadon. 246 mixed law cases (both guideline and me-guideline counts) were exduded. OI me 39 419 uldellni cue! 633 lnvowed
a Pan 2A offense. Oi these 633 cases. the Commission reached SOR1lnnl offense level Iniormatlon fer We "OI the SW dna whh such
information, 4 mixed law cases were excluded.

SOURCE: U.S. Sentencing Cnmmiseion. 1991 Den HID, MONFY91.
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Table 3

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON AND ALL CASE BY
DEFENDANTS CRIMINAL HISTORY CATEGORY7'
(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)

Ollenee Against the Person All Guideline
Crimlnl History . ~ Enm-

Category
N BE -En lil huan

1 344 ~.147 ga
2 ! 134 H.1

l= 3 51 13.9 2.52 - ! 1.2
4 { 237 Lg LG
5 ~ 31 LB! 3;
8  Li 2, 11{ Li

TQTAL FFE LQLQ

'OI 33,419 uideline once. th Commledon received orImInI history lnbrmtlon Ior 32.047. OI h 32,647 can WIM each lnlorrntion
319 mixed tw can (both guideline nd pre -guldeilne

mum were exduded. 01 the 33.O19'guideilno men. 633 Involved  Pn M
offense. OI theee 633 canoe. 5 mixed lew cues were exolu

SOURCE: U.S. Sentencing Ccmrnieton, 1991 Den FIle. MONFY91.

Table 4

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON AND ALL CASES, BY
CAREER OFFENDER APPUCATION'

(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)

~ Olfeneee Against Ihe Person All Guideline
Career Olfender Cj IPA~

Appllcatlon N broom [fl huan!
Annlled 19 ,IQ iii 2.3

sm 91.1
TOTAL sas mom 101H~

Oi 33.419 guideline once, the Cornmieion reoived SOR career oiiender Infomletlon for 20.756. OI the 28.756 oee with suchInformiion 247 mixed lw cases (both uldellne nd pm -guk-iellno counts) were excluded. OI IN 33.419 guideline oeee, NO lnvowed
 Pn 2A o1ine. OI these 683 once, su Comrnieelon received SCR career offender ln1orme1ion for 520. OI the 528 cues with each
lnformtion, 3 mixed Ievl oeeee were excluded.

SOURCE: U.S. Sentencing Commleebn, 1991 Dma File. MONFY91.
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violent defendants, compared to 62.3 percent of all defendants, were placed in Criminal
History Category I, while 8.4 percent of the violent defendants and 6.5 percent of all
defendants were placed in Criminal History Category VI (partially explained by the
higher rate of Career Offenders among violent defendants).

Corresponding to higher offense levels and criminal histories, Part 2A offenses
result in higher guideline sentencing ranges when compared to all offenses. $3; Table 5.
Ranges for the first quartile are 10-16 and 4-10, respectively, for the second quartile (or
median) 33-41 and 21-27, and for the third quartile 78-97 and 63-78.

The mode of conviction is much more likely to be a trial in Part 2A offenses than
in all offenses, 27.1 percent compared to 14.4 percent trials, s~ Table 6, and defendants
in violent cases are less likely to receive an adjustment for acceptance of responsibility,
68.6 percent compared to 80.5 percent. See Table 7.

Table 8 describes the types of sentences imposed in Part 2A offenses, compared
to all offenses. Violent defendants are more likely to receive a prison term with a
supervised release sentence, and less likely to receive probation with or without
alternatives. Table 9 provides a more detailed look at the length of sentence imposed in
Part 2A offenses, by specific Part 2A guideline.

Table l0describes whether sentences were imposed within the guideline range or
as a departure above or below it. In addition, departures for cases with a Part 2A
"highest guideline" are further analyzed in Table 10 by specific Part 2A guideline. While
both upward and downward departures initiated by the court are higher for these violent
offenses than for all offenses, the overall departure rate is somewhat lower due to the
small number of substantial assistance departures. A closer examination of the table
reveals that in only four of the Part 2A guidelines were the percentage of cases
sentenced within the appropriate guideline range less than the national "within the
guideline range rate of 80.5 percent. These guidelines were €2A1.2 (Second Degree
Murder); 52A1.3 (Voluntary Manslaughter); 52A2.2 (Aggravated Assault); and 92A4.1
(Kidnapping, Abduction, and Unlawful Restraint).

The working group reviewed the departure cases for each of these four guidelines
in order to verify and further elaborate on the reason(s) for the departures. While the
percentage of departures was 40.0 percent for &2A1.2 cases and 28.4 percent for 52A1.3
cases, only afew cases were sentenced under each of these guidelines (52A1.2, n= 15;
52A1.3, n= 14). The reason cited for the three upward departures in the Second Degree
Murder cases, 52A1.2, was the extreme conduct of the defendant during the commission
of the offense. The reasons cited for the three downward departures in the Second
Degree Murder cases, 52A1.2, were: no death was caused, pursuant to a written plea
agreement, and the criminal history category overrepresented the defendant's prior
criminal history. The reason cited for the one upward departure in the Voluntary
Manslaughter case, 52A1.3, was pursuant to a plea agreement, while the reasons cited for

7



Table 5

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON AND ALL CASES, BY
GUIDELINE SENTENCING BANGE'

(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)

Offenses Agslneuhe Person All Guellne
Gu ellne Range ~~

~ 24 4.8 ; 1; 14.5
1 -7 16 Bas

2-5 ,24 LG 1 W7 ~.7
'

3-9 .0 0.0 11 0.0
4-10 1 = 3.8 ~ 3.3
6-12 19 3.6 LA 5.7
5-14 9 1.7 3.4
9-15 1 9; 85 0.3

10-16 26 5.0 1 200 LGL
12-18 15 Li 767 Li
15-21 " [21 4.0 1.~ 4.8
18-24 20 *3.8 473 1£
21-27 , ~17 3.3 1 1 4.4

24-30 l19 3.6 ~ 2.4
12 2.3 811 3.1

30-37 1 3.1 1.3

17 3. 686 Le
37-46 ll 19 iii 318 1.2

41-51 24 4.6 2.8
20 3.8 272 1.0

51-63 ; ,12 2. 1 246 4.7

27-71 217 .3 364 1.4

~-78 9 1.7 , ~1 1 4.2
11 2.1 gO 1 .2

4 0.8 120 0.5
78-97 4 0.8 647 2.5

84-105 2 0.4 ~ 0.2
87-108 11 2.1 167 iQ
92-115 3 .6 110 0.4
97-121 6 1.2 ses 2.6

100-125 2 0.4 0.2
106-135 14 2.7 LB 0.7
110-137 1 02 ~ 0.3
120-150 ll [ 9 g3 31 0.1

121-151 210 1. 719 2.7
130-162 0 0.0 28  0.1
135-168 212 2. 220 0.8
140-175 0.0 9 0.0
1 1-1 8 1.5 ~ AC
160-210 7 1. 361 1 .4

158-235 1 0.2 see ~
210-262 7 1.3 302 1.2

2 0.4 217 0.8
262-327 Q3 0. 157 LG
292-365 Q5 1. les LG,

2 0.4 ee 0.3
360-Me " [9 ~ 239 .9

l llle l 20 3.8 85 9; ~

TOTAL 523 ALE mb
'OI 33,419 guideline cases. the Commission received SOR uidellne range Information for 26,618. Ol the 28618 elses with such
Information 248 mixed Jaw cases (both uldellne and prc-guil~line counts) were excluded. Ol the 33,419 guideline cases 633 involved
a Pan 2A oilense. Oi these 633 casee. ~1e Commission received SOR guideline range Information for 527. 01 the 527 cases with such
Information. 4 mixed law cases were excluded.

SOURCE: U.S. Sentencing Commission, 1991 Oats File. MONFY91.
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Table 6

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON ANQ ALL CASES, BY
MODE oF convlci-leo

(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)

Ottsnses Against the Person All Guideline
Mode ot Conviction ~ ~

N ll2 ' 'T N Exam
Hu

li

~ 12,2
Trial 1 zm ARE *14.4

TOTAL 027 1M.O ~NO 1W.0

'O! 33,419 uidelins cases, the Commission received mode el conviction Information tor 33.237. Ol the 33.87 cases with such
intormt1on,319 mixed lew cases (both uldetlns and pre-

guideline count:' were exotudod.
Or the 33.419 guideline ones. 683 Involved

Pm 2A offense. Oi these 633 cssss,Tho Commission received mods conviction lntormtion for ~ . Ot the €32 cases with such
informsbon. 5 mixed lew cases were exotudsd.

SOURCE: U.S. Sentencing Commission, 1991 Dm File. MONFY91.

Table 7

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON AND ALL gASES, BY
ACCEPTANCE oF nEsP6NslBt

(October 1, 1999 through September 30, 1991)

~
Offenses Against the Person All GuldsltneAcceptance of can-Responsibility L gcmg N ham

~lgctmnt ~pll~ LE ML!
No nt~igg~ 11.4 £.1~ iii

TOTAL ~ 100.0 me
'OI 33.419guldellns cues, the Commlssron received SOR soosptsno oi responsibility Infornintton for 8,818. OI the 8918 cues with
such information, 246 mixed lw cues (both guldeilns and pro -guldetln counts) were excluded. 01 the 33.419 guideline cases 633
involved Put 2A offense. Oi these 633 cum. the Commlhn received SOR Acceptance oi responslblltty Information for 532. OI the
532 uses with such lntonndon. 4 mixed law cssss were exotuded.

SOURCE: U.S. Sentnomg Commission, 1901 Data File. MONFY91.

Table 8

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON AND ALL CASES, BY
TYPE oF SENTENCE !IMPOSED

-

(October 1, 1990 through September 30,

Otlsnees Agelntithe Person All Guideline
Type ot Sentence - Csm+

Imposed N Broom lil Bmm~
Q.Q IN 11.3

11.;35 5.5 Am
29 1,2 2.lZZ .l,B

qidsmjlnlx 7 1 1 2.1
.&muLsun.Etsl BB.Z am 12.=

. I1 TI'!

TOTAL ~ ~ .1.9 2.1

100.0 ~~ 100.0

Of 33.419 guldeilns cssss, the Commiseion resolved sentencing intormlt1onlor 33 18. Of the 33.123 cases wlth such lnform1ton, 323
mixed law cues (both gumsllns end pre-

guidstine counts} were excluded.
Ot the 35,419guidetlne cases, 083 involved  Port 2A oflene.

OI these 633 cases, the Commission rsoswsd sentencing ntormtlon tor 627. Of the €27 cases with such Information, 5 mixed lew cues
were excluded.

SOURCE: U.S. Sentencing Commission. 1991 Dots HIS, MONFY91.
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Table.9

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON. BY LENGTH OF SENTENCE IMPOSED'
(October 1, 1990 thrdugh September 30, 1991)

Total !ontha Imprisonment
Gu 1 ellne piled WIth
Hlghat O~eme Level ToIl 0 i 1 - 12 is - 59 ! € - 110 [ ming

N as - N %

Ii

N as N
M - % % ~ 96

l
- OO  . 9 ILQ . 1 4.6 - * ILQ 2.1 16.5

l 4  . Q 1LQ H 4 £:1 ZM 1 $1.0

l 14 1 7.I 9 ILQ .1 4 ,11. l 7.1 9 0.0
l

I.l 8 13.= % ~ J . l ! 0.0 l DJ! !1 0,0

l
Anu !  . 9 !LIl GA 1 45 4 161 1 15,1

l
mn u 4 2.7 Jj Li ge az ai 11 sm 1 2.9

Minor Assault iQ ~ BAI ! ;ILS Il 10 Il 1LQ 9 10 !2 Il.!
l

2A2.4 - ~~ 9; ~ ~or lm In ra ;.M ~ 31.0 ~ $41 Z Bill 0 10 Il 10 9
ll ~.1 - ~mlml glue! Abuse EL il 11.0 Q ,(LO 1 7.7 M MJ 11 ~£2 8 ~.1

minl xml Abuse oi = MInor - ZJ 9 QI! L 104 16 1Q,Z 1 Ai n go 1 sm
.4 - Abu ml n 51 5 LI Il 34, 15 SLI 1 LI Il lim Il 11.0

2M.1 - ~ 12 10 1 ~ H 2,9 15 IIL3 ! 1Q.l 12 E.l1
4 1 KAI 9 dJ! ! ELI! 2 51l.Q 11 9.9 11 0.0
2 Il 041 Il 19 ~ 9,0 9 10 11 9.0 2 1M.Q
! 9 LB 2 $9.Q 1 MJ) Il DM !1 9.2 0 9.0

BE H nz an 29; Am = al z 24 1 IF
TOTAL IN An ms ms lu an an o lu so n 1= 1a.o

"OI 33419 guideline me Commission resolved Denham l ~ Intormmhn Ior 82.654. Ol IN 32.NO can WIM such Iniormmlon 3I8 mixed lw ales (both gulddlnc nd pre -
uldoiino ooun~,hwer?::~

udod. OI th 33419 gulddln aaa lnvohled  Pn 2A disuse. Ol these 633 can me Commlbn viewed amman Inglh In1ovmmlon Io! 624 OI
are 624 cues such Information. 5 mini In can were excluded. Oi the 73 cases modvlng iN months or moro' 14 received amman ol M Imprisonment. Probation, eemmchhy
eomllmmnt. lmvnlltbm confinement, md homo dchmbn can were Inducted In zero month lmnrhonmmt eleuliliom

SOUICE: U.S. Semndng Commlchn. 101 Dma File, MONFY01.



Table 10

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON, BY DEPARTURE STATUS'
(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)

I- '

'Ol 33.O19guwellne once. the Oommteaton renewed do r lntormuon Iol3t.78S. 01 the 31 705 cues with such lntomm1on :07 mixed lw Been (beth uldetlne md uldlncounts) were exdudod. G the 33.4tgguldellm ease, G~fumrolvod Put ZAo1hnee. Ol than €8 mano. the Commlnlon mashed deponum lnfolmtton 1or%10. (! the Upcan witheuehln1ountton,smlxedlwmewotexoluded.

SOUFDE: US Sentencing Commluton, 1M1 Det= File. MONFYOI.

Depnure Statue
.GO elln A lied WIth
Highest Olt~ln Level Tohl No

Demnun~ Upwani Downward Subotntll
=-f =.1

N % N ! FE N FE
- 1t l no M €. 2 li 3.64 9 .0,0 £1 2 8,1

=.1; LB l ' LU. J l5 !
l M L 4* £1;;;

 - que. ' An -

HIM  .LAU 1 Mimic

Lt

ELO 3 NJ! 3 am 11 on
Jr 1.Q li; 1 L1 ! 21; .0 0.0
44 £0 SLR 1 AS 3 il Il 9.0~ 19 Bj 3 ml 9 9,9 1 1.1

ME lu 7 LE 3.1 214 2 1.1
I - - ult 16 10 1GLQ 11 IN Il 10 0 9.0
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the three downward departures in the Voluntary Manslaughter cases were the victim's
conduct in two cases and that the defendant had already served time (one year under a

sentence given in tribal court) for the offense of conviction in one case.

Of the 145 cases sentenced under the Aggravated Assault guideline, 52A2.2, the
departure rate was 27.6 percent (n=40). Of the departures in Aggravated Assault cases,
82.5 percent represented a downward departure (n= 31). The reason cited for more than
one third of the downward departures in these cases was €51<2.10 (Victim's Conduct).
While there was no one scenario that described all of those cases that received a
downward departure due to the victim's conduct, a couple of elements seemed to emerge
in several of these cases. First, most of these downward departures occurred on Indian
Reservations, and alcohol (intoxication) contributed to the altercation. Additionally, the

altercation typically involved either a barroom brawl or a domestic quarrel. Of the seven
upward departures in the Aggravated Assault cases, the reason most often cited was
death or serious bodily or psychological injury to the victim.

Finally, of the 46 cases sentenced under the Kidnapping, Abduction, and Unlawful
Restraint guideline, 52A4.1, the departure rate was 26.1 percent (n = 12). The reason
most often cited for the downward departures was 55KL1 (Substantial Assistance to 1

Authorities). Other reasons for the downward departures included the mental and
emotional condition of the defendant, and pursuant to a written plea agreement.

Table 11 describes the Part 2A cases by the position of their sentences relative to
their respective final guideline sentence range. In general, courts tend to sentence at the
bottom or lower half of the range, with some notable exceptions, such as 92A2.1 (Assault
with Intent to Commit Murder; Attempted Murder) and 52A3.2 (Criminal Sexual Abuse
of a Minor (Statutory Rape) or Attempt to Commit Such Acts). The relative positioning
of sentences within the range would require additional case review and analysis to assess
the factors considered by judges when determining the sentence.

Tables 12 and 13 provide a look at cases with components of violent behavior but
with no Part 2A guideline as the "highest guideline",applied. In cases with multiple
guideline calculations, see Table 12, where a Part 2A guideline was applied, the most
typical "highest guideline" used is &2D1.1 for Drug Trafficking. Cases with violent
components but no Part 2A guideline applied seem to be most frequent in the category
of Extortion by Force or Threat of Force, Extortion by Cover of Official Right, and
Extortionate Extension of Credit. See Table 13.

To gain a more detailed understanding of these cases, the working group reviewed
all the files identified as offenses against the person for which the "highest guideline"
applied was not a Part 2A guideline. An analysis wascompleted of the 126 cases that
met these criteria, with the purpose to identify' what the violent count of conviction or
component was in these cases. The following is a short summary of the major findings
from the case reviews.
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Table 11

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON, BY THE RELATIVE POSITION OF
THE SENTENCE IMPOSED TO THE GUIDELINE RANGE

(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)
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Table 12

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON WITH A PART 2A GUIDEUNE APPUED,
BUT NOT RESULTING IN THE HIGHEST OFFENSE LEVEL
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Table 13

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON; WITH NO PART 2A GUIDELINE APPLIED'
(October 1, 1990 through September 30, 1991)
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Eighteen of these cases involved the application of 52C1.1 (Offering, Giving,
Soliciting, or Receiving a Bribe: Extortion Under Color of Official Right) where the
primary offense of conviction was 18 U.S.C. 5 195 1, the Hobbs Act extortion, or
attempted extortion, under color of official right statute. Sixteen cases involved the
application of 5283.2 (Extortion by Force or Threat of Injury or Serious Damage). Each
of these cases, like those sentenced under the 52C1.1 guideline, involved conviction
under 18 U.S.C. 5 1951, the Hobbs Act extortion, or attempted extortion, under color of
official right statute.

An additional I8 cases involved the application of 52D1.1 (Unlawful,
Manufacturing, Importing, Exporting, or Trafficking (Including Possession with Intent to
Commit These Offenses)). While the 52D1.1 guideline provided the highest offense
level in all but two of these 18 cases, they each involved an additional count of
conviction that had an element of violence. The element of violence included
aggravated assault, a felony with death resulting, use of a firearm during the commission
of a drug trafficking offense, kidnapping or hostage-taking, or some combination of these

offenses.

For the 15 - cases in which the 5282.1 guideline (Burglary of aResidence) was
applied, the element of violence was the burglary of a domestic dwelling. In 14 of the
cases, the guideline applied was 52E2.1 (Malcing or Financing an Extortionate Extension
of Credit; Collecting an Extension of Credit by Extortionate Means). In each of these
cases, the element of violence involved extortion.

As would be expected, in the nine cases that applied the 52E1.4 guideline (Use of
Interstate Commerce Facilities in the Commission of Murder-For-Hire), the underlying
violent offense involved conspiracy or attempt to commit murder. Of the seven cases
that applied the 5271.9; guideline (Conspiracy to Impair, Impede, or Defeat Tax), six
involved obstructing or impeding ofiicers. One case involved a minor assault.

Finally, 29 cases involved the application of some other guideline." The violent ,

' Section 281.1 (Iarceny, Embenlement, and Other Forms of Theft (n= 1)); 5281.3
(Property Damage or Destruction (n= 4)); €282.2 (Burglary of Other Structure (n= 1));
5283.1 (Robbery (n= 2)); 9283.3 (Blackmail and Similar Forms of Extortion (n= 1));
52D1.2 (Drug Offenses Occurring Near Protected Locations or Involving Underage or
Pregnant Individuals (n= l)); &2D2.1 (Unlawful Possession (n= 1)); 52F1.1 (Fraud and
Deceit (n = 1)); 52J 1.2 (Obstruction of Justice (n= 1)); 52J1.3 (Perjury or Subomation of
Perjury (n = 2)); 52J 1.6 (Failure to Appear by Defendant (n = 1)); 52K2.1 (Unlawful
Receipt, Possession, or Transportation of Firearms or Ammunition: Prohibited
Transactions Involving Firearms or Ammunition (n =3)); 52K2.2 (Unlawful Trafficking
and Other Prohibited Transactions Involving Firearms (n = 1)); 52P1.2 (Providing or
Possessing Contraband in Prison (n =4)); 5251.1 (laundering of Monetary Instn1ments
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component of the offense conduct in these cases includedaggravated assault, minor
assault, obstructing or impeding officers, and some other violent felony or misdemeanor.

Table 14 describes the departure status for the three groups of offenses against
the person, as compared to all cases. While defendants whose highest adjusted guideline
applied was Part 2A, or whose sentence involved the calculation of a Part 2A guideline,
were more often sentenced within the guidelines, this was not the case for defendants
sentenced under some other violent offense (a violent offense that did not involve the
application of a Part 2A guideline (egg, 52E1.4 (Use of Interstate Commerce Facilities
in the Commission of Murder-For-Hire)). In fact, defendants sentenced under these
"other" violent offenses were only sentenced within the appropriate guideline range in
75.2 percent of the cases and were more likely to receive other downward and
substantial assistance departures.

C. Case Law

The working group reviewed relevant case law to identify additional potential
issues of interest to the Commission. Cases were reviewed to determine if they involved
the following areas of concem: 1) departuresfrom the revised Erearms guidelines; and
2) difliculties in applying the revised firearms guidelines, including circuit court condicts
over guideline application. No reported decisions appeared to involve substantial
departure issues, but a review of those decisions may be found in Appendix A, pages A-9
and A-10. The remainder of this Case Law section focuses on the primary application
issues.

l. Sentence Provided under 52A1.1 (First Degree Murder) and
18 U.S.C. 5 llll(b) (Murder)

The working group examined the issue of whether 18 U.S.C. 5 1111 mandates a
sentence of life in prison or whether a term ofyears may be imposed. Section llll(b)
reads as follows:

Whoever is guilty of murder in the first degree, shall suffer death unless the jury
qualifies its verdict by adding thereto "without capital punishment", (sic) in which
event he shall be sentenced to imprisonment for life

(n =2)); 5271.3 (Fraud and False Statements Under Penalty of Perjury (n=2)); &2X3.1
(Accessory After the Fact (n= 1)).
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The guidelines indicate some ambiguity regarding whether a term ofyears may be -

imposed under section llll(b), thus leaving the .issue to the courts. The background
commentary to 52A1.1 (1991) reads:

Whether a mandatory minimum term of life imprisonment is applicable to every
defendant convicted of Grst degree murder under 18 U.S.C. 5 1111 is a matter of
statutory interpretation for the courts. The discussion regarding circumstances
in which a downward departure may be warranted is relevant in the event the
penalty provisions of 18 U.S.C. 5 1111 are construed to permit a sentence of life
imprisonment.

Every appellate court to address the issue ile., the Second, Third, Ninth and
Tenth Circuits) has held that the statute requires a mandatory term of life in prison.
United States v, Sands, 968 F.Zd 1058, 1066 (10th Cir. 1992) (section 1111 provides a
statutorily required minimum sentence of life in prison that would control over any other

. lesser sentence suggested under the guideli.nes); 952 F.Zd 1537
(gth Cir. 1991) ("[t]he express wording of 5 llll(b) leaves the sentencing court no
discretion to impose a lesser sentence" than life in prison; finds the Commission's
deference on this issue (see U.S.S.G. 52A1.1 (Background)) to be appropriate"); L~;-d
State; v, Williams, 939 F.Zd 721 (gth Cir. 1991) (repeals by implication are disfavored;
court finds such a repeal only when the legislature's intent is "clear and manifest"; "where
preexisting sentencing statutes mandate minimum terms in excess of the maximum
applicable Guidelines sentence, these statutes control"); Umled States v, Qgnzalgz, 922
F.Zd 1044 (Zd Cir. 1991) ("Congress did not inadvertently eliminate parole Congress
could foresee its action would translate every life sentence into life imprisonment without
possibility of parole, so that the term life sentence would be the reality"); United State;
v. Donley, 878 F.Zd 735 (3d Cir. 1989) ("Congress did not mean to replace a fixed
minimum sentence for first degree murder with an indeterminate sentence; the legislative
history [of the SRA] makes it clear that Congress intended to go in the opposite
direction of achieving more consistent, determinate sentences").

The decisions show that the commentary language found in 52A1.1 has apparently
prompted some defendants to challenge their life sentences. For example, in gigi
the court noted:

In urging this proposition [that life is not the mandatory minimum term] Gonzalez
points to the Commentary to 5 2A1.1 of the Guidelines as evidence that the
Sentencing Reform Act's abolition of parole does not mean thatthe only sentence
a judge may impose under 5 1111 is life without parole.

Two primary theories of the defense emerge in these cases. The first is that, prior
to the Sentencing Reform Act, any prisoner serving a life term was parolable after 30
years (18 U.S.C. 5 4206(d) (repealed 1987)) or ten years (18 U.S.C. 5 4205(a) (repealed
1987), and thus the life sentence under section 1111 was not, in fact, a determinate
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sentence nor a mandatory minimum. The court in L~e~r, however, responds that
Congress nevertheless restricted the availability of parole but did not change the plain
meaning of the statute, and must have been cognizant of the inevitable consequences of
such actions.

The second argument is that one reading of the SRA might hold that 18 U.S.C. 5
3559 provides that offenses with maximums of life are Class A felonies, and 18 U.S.C. 5
3581 provides that Class A felonies are subject to terms of life or any term of years in
prison. Bolstering this argument is language found at 49 App. U.S.C.A. 5 1472(i)( l)(B)
(Aircraft Piracy) which implies that Congress, at the time of passage of the Sentencing
Reform Act, considered section 3559(b) to authorize any term of years or life for Class
A offenses.' The court in finds, however, that section 3581 is not intended to

,alter the relevant terms of imprisonment for offenses where such term is explicitly
provided in the statute.

See Appendix A, pages A- 16 to A-18 for a more detailed discussion of these
cases.

2. Murder; Conspiracy to Commit Murder; Attempted Murder

In certain relatively limited cases, an issue arises regarding whether to apply
52A1.5 (Conspiracy to Commit Murder) (or €2A2.1 (Attempted Murder)) or whether to
apply €2A1.1 (First Degree Murder) in connection with 52X1.1(c) (Attempt, Solicitation,
or Conspiracy). The issue arises particularly in connection with a conviction for a
conspiracy to kidnap that is sentenced under &2A4.1 (Kidnapping, Abduction, Unlawful
Restraint),,which references the guideline for another offense committed in connection

' Section 1472(i)(1)(B) reads:

Whoever commits or attempts to commit aircraft piracy, as herein defined,
shall be punished notwithstanding the provisions of section 3559(b) of Title
18, if the death of another person results from the commission or attempted
commission of the offense, by death or by imprisonment for life.

The argument might nm that Congress would not have considered it necessary to preclude
consideration of section 3559(b) (providing that an offense classified under that section
carries the incidents of classification of an offense) if Congress believed that the penalty
under section 1472 (and similar offenses) did not permit a term ofyears to be imposed.
One of the incidents of classification might be found in section 3581(b)(1). However, it
might be noted in response that section 3559(b), by its express terms, exempts the incident
of maximum term of imprisonment, and no exemption in the offense might then be
necessary. Additional arguments along these lines might be considered at a later time.
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have held that "the victim" refers only to the object of the offense of conviction. L~gd
1992 WL 155419, No. 90-8375 15th" Cit. 1992) (aggravated assault);

with the kidnapping. $9; Appendix A, pages A-4 and A-5, for relevant case law raising
this issue.

The case law suggests two approaches to this issue. The Erst is to apply 52A4.1
(Kidnapping), then reference 52A1.1 (First Degree Murder) as provided by &2A4.1(b)(7)
because the defendant further conspired to kill the kidnapping victim, then reduce the
offense level by three levels pursuant to 52Xl.1(b) for the uncompleted conspiracy. This
is the approach upheld by the majority in ate v e w, 932 F.Zd 324 (4th
Cir.), £9;;. denied, 1I2 S. Ct. 210 ( 1991), and in Umled States v.

-
~~bey, 1992 WL

210604, No. 90-5619 (4th Cir. 1992) (en bane) (holding that lower court's calculation of
guideline range was not plain error, and was consistent with decision in DoPe!). The
resulting offense level is level 40.

The second approach, advocated by the dissent in ~~bgy, is to apply the
guidelines as above, but instead of stopping the analysis with the application of
52X1.1(b) (3-level reduction for incomplete conspiracy), 52X1.1(c) (use attempt or
conspiracy guideline expressly covering the conduct) is applied. In this case, that
guideline would be 52A1.5 (Conspiracy to Commit Murder). The resulting offense level
is level 28.

An amendment to the commentary of 52A4.1 (Kidnapping), effective November l,
1992, specifies that the first approach is to be followed for kidnapping offenses.

3. Enhancement for Injury to Victim

Throughout the guidelines, references are made to "any victim" or "the victim" for
purposes of certain specific offense characteristics. The case law appears to hold that a
reference to "avictim" requires an adjustment if the defendant's
involved ag victim. 948 F.Zd 1449 (bth Cir. 1991)
(robbery). The issue arises whether a guideline referring to "the victim" requires an
adjustment in the same circumstances, or whether the adjustment is applied only for the
victim of the e f The Fifth Circuit and the Ninth Circuit appear to

Dl S

Circuit may have reached a different result in United States v, Bassi1' , 932 F.Zd 342 (4th
Cir. 1991) (inmate convicted of aggravated assault under Assimilative Crimes Act after
throwing chair at prison officials during a riot that resulted in injury to six officials and
40 inmates is accountable under 5181.3 for all harm resulting from riot).

4. Aggravated Assault, Dangerous Weapons, and Double-counting
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A split in the circuits appears to have developed over the issue of whether a
defendant using a dangerous weapon that is not inherently dangerous (gg, a chair or an
automobile) is subject to impermissible double-counting when the defendant is sentenced
under 52A2.2 (Aggravated Assault) ~£1 receives an enhancement for otherwise using the
dangerous weapon. The Fourth Circuit in 954 F.Zd 204 (4th
Cir. 1992) (defendant struck another person with a chair) holds there is no impermissible
double-counting in this instance as the Commission is not prohibited by the Constitution
(and does not expressly prohibit in the guidelines) from further enhancing the sentence
for the use of the dangerous weapon.

However, the Second Circuit in No. 92-1057, 1992 WL
194524 (Zd Cir. 1992) (driving automobile at federal agent) explicitly disagrees with

and holds that such an enhancement does constitute double-counting. The
court held that the charge of aggravated assault contemplated the use of a dangerous
weapon. Specifically, an automobileis not an inherently dangerous weapon and becomes
one only when *otherwise used' in an assault. Thus, unlike a gun, the mere possession of
a car during an assault will not convert an ordinary assault into an aggravated one. The
court considered the actions involving the vehicle in the charge.

Other issues appearing in the case law are summarized in Appendix A, pages A-4
to A- 15.

D. Hotline Calls

Between November 1, 1987, and September 1, 1992, 108 hotline calls regarding
Part 2A guidelines were received on the TAS and legal hotlines. Eighty-three of those
calls were received after January 1, 1990. The majority of calls referred to the following
guidelines: 52A4.1 (Kidnapping, Abduction, Unlawful Restraint) (23 Calls); 52A2.2
(Aggravated Assault) (17 Calls); 52A6.1 (Threatening Communications) (17 Calls); and
52A2.1 (Assault With Intent to Commit Murder; Attempted Murder) (13 Calls).

Under &2A4.1 (Kidnapping, Abduction, Unlawful Restraint) many of thequestions
involved the use of the speciiic offense characteristic at &2A4.1(b)(7) for offenses that
were the subject of state charges or convictions. Section 2A4.1(b)(7) requires the use of
an 1mderlying offense, if higher, if the victim was kidnapped, abducted, or unlawfully
restrained during the commission of, or in connection with, another offense; or if another
offense was committed during the kidnapping, abduction, or unlawful restraint. For
example, callers questioned the use of a federal guideline such as criminal sexual abuse
as an underlying offense for a state charge or conviction of rape. Other callers
questioned the circumstances necessary to apply the l -level decrease at &2A4.1(b)(4)(C)
for releasing the victim before twenty-four hours had elapsed.
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Regarding 52A6.1 (Threatening Communications), most callers wanted to know
how to group multiple counts of threatening communications if they involved the same
victim occurring on different occasions. Others wanted further definition of what
constitutes "evidencing an intent to carry out such threat" under 52A6.1(b)(1). Finally,
callers inquired as to whether a downward departure was appropriate due to the
defendant's diminished capacity and another caller wanted to depart upward for repeated
conduct and the defendant's apparent recidivist tendencies.

With respect to 52A2.2 (Aggravated Assault), most of the callers inquired as to
what constitutes aggravated assault for purposes of deciding which guideli.ne to apply,
&2A2.2 or 52A2.3 (Minor Assault). For example, what does "not merely to frighten"
mean or what is considered "serious bodily injury.

A variety of questions were asked in reference to 52A2.1 (Assault With Intent to
Commit Murder; Attempted Murder). Most of the questions involved the use of the
1989 and 1990 guidelines manuals. Most of the callers questioned the use of the cross
references and wanted to know which underlying offense applies. Another caller
inquired as to why the conspiracy to commit murder was listed under 52A2.1 and did not
provide a cross reference to murder. Finally, a caller questioned the Commission's
rationale for deleting the weapon enhancement under 52A2.1 in the 1990 manual and
whether an upward departure was warranted.

Finally, there were no calls on the following guidelines: &2A1.2 (Second Degree
Murder); 52A3.3 (Abusive Sexual Contact or Attempt to Commit Abusive Sexual

"

Contact); &2A4.2 (Demanding or Receiving Ransom Money); 52A5.1 (Aircraft Piracy or
Attempted Aircraft Piracy); and &2A5;3 (Committing Certain Crimes Aboard Aircraft).

E. Expert Assistance'

The working group met with the Commissioner and Department of.
Justice staff to solicit the Department's comments and suggestions regarding Part 2A
guidelines. The Commissioner requested that the working group particularly examine
the suggestion in the background commentary to &2A1.1 that a sentence imposed under
18 U.S.C. 5 lill(b) may be other than a life sentence. It was also agreed that the
Department would identify additional Part 2A application issues. The Department has
not completed these efforts at the time of this writing.

* A review of recent public comment files yielded no relevant commentary.
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F. Legislative History

Inreviewing the penalties for the statutes that are the subject of the Part 2A
guidelines, the group found maximum penalties ranging from life imprisonment or death
for First Degree Murder to three years for assault upon certain federal officers 'while
engaged in or on account of...official duties." A review of the U.S. Code also revealed
that there are several federal provisions addressing the varying degrees of assault and
battery. The penalties vary considerably, even when the statutes refer to substantially
similar conduct. As the guidelines note in background commentary to 52A2.2, if the
assault is upon certain federal officers "while engaged in or on account of...oHicial
duties," the maximum term of imprisonment under 18 U.S.C. S 111 is three years. If a
dangerous weapon is used in the assault on the federal officer, the maximum term of
imprisonment is ten years. ,However, if the same weapon is used to assault a person not
otherwise specilically protected, the maxi.mum term of imprisonment under 18 U.S.C. €
l13(c) is five years. If the assault results in serious bodily injury, the maximum term of
imprisonment under 18 U.S.C. 5 113(f) is ten years, unless the injury constitutes maiming
by scalding, corrosive, or caustic substances under 18 U.S.C. 5 114, in which case the
maximum term of imprisonment is twenty years.

The federal provisions for murder, conspiracy to commit murder, solicitation to
commit murder, and attempted murder also show a range of maximum penalties from
life or death for First Degree Murder to twenty years for attempted murder. The federal
murder provisions are unlike those in the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 5 841, et
seq,) which authorize the same punishment for attempted and completed drug trafficking
offenses. The murder statutes were not enacted as a comprehensive piece of legislation,
but have been added over a period of time. The Commission, therefore, has
promulgated different guidelines for the various murder statutes to reflect the
substantially different statutory maximums.

G. Issues for Consideration

"

The followingpossible issues arise from the discussion above of monitoring data,
case law, hotline calls, and public comment. The issues listed within each section below
have been identiied by the working group as involving some degree of dilfculty in
application or raising some similar concem. The working group has attempted to be
inclusive, rather than exclusive, in identifying issues for possible further analysis,
publication in the Eedgg~ ~e~stgr, or resolution by the Commission.

1. 52AL1 - Life Mandatory Minimum Under 18 U.S.C. 5 llll(b)

Section ZAl.1 indicates that there may be some ambiguity regarding whether a
term of years may be imposed under section llll(b) or whether section llll(b)
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mandates a sentence of life in prison. Section 2A1.1 leaves the issue for the courts to
resolve. However, the appellate courts addressing the issue (1,9;, the Second, Third,
Ninth and Tenth Circuits) hold unanimously that the statute requires a mandatory term
of life in prison. Should the commentary be amended to conform to the holding of these
courts?

2. 52A2.2 (Aggravated Assault), 52A2.3 (Minor Assault), and 52A2.4
(Obstmcting or lmpeding Officers)

Application difficulties arise when determining which of these three guidelines is
most applicable when cross referencing from another guideline. Would it be beneficial
to consolidate these guidelines into one assault guideline? Also, when cross referencing,
can conduct resulting in a state charge or conviction be considered?

3. <j2A2.2(b)(3) Definition of "Victim"

When applying the specific offense characteristic of serious bodily injury under
52A2.2(b)(3) (Aggravated Assault), is the determination of "the victim" limited to the
victim addressed in the count of conviction or may it apply to others included by relevant
conduct?

4. 52A4.1 Kidnapping, Abduction, Unlawful Restraint

Does the specific offense characteristic at 52A4.1(b)(7) (cross reference to
underlying oEense) apply to conduct resulting in a state charge or conviction? Also, is
the reduction of l level under 52A4.1(b)(4)(C) if the victim was released within 24 hours
appropriate or necessary? There is concern that defendant can engage in many serious
criminal acts within that time period and should not be allowed any such reduction.
Finally, does 52A4.1(b)(4)(A) apply if the victim is killed (thereby "releasing" the
victim)?

5. 52A4.2 - Demanding or Receiving Ransom Money

Does the single base offense, level 23 provided for this guideline adequately reflect
the variety of conduct covered by the guideline? As the backgrotmd commentary notes
in part, this guideline covers not only extortionate demands and demanding ransom
money as a participant in a kidnapping offense, but also accessory after the fact to a
kidnapping, and a "copy-cat" demand for ransom money where others not associated with
the defendant committed the kidnapping.
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6; 5ZA6.1 - Threatening Communications

It is unclear whether to group multiple instances of threatening communications
to the same victim on different occasions; Are these considered separate harms? Also,
does this guideline - with a base offense level of 12 adequately reflect the "heartland"
offense?

7. 52A6.1 Appendix A (Statutory Index)

Some confusion exists over which statutory provisions and which conduct is subject
to &2A6.1 (Threatening Communications) and which is the subject of guidelines imposing
more severe sentences (;g,, 9283.2 (Extortion) because, in some cases, the conductmay
be prosecuted under a variety of statutes, or a single statute applies to a variety of
conduct (g,g,, 18 U.S.C. 5 876 which has multiple, unenumerated paragraphs, applying to
extortion, demand for ransom in a kidnapping, and threatening communications).

8. Penalties for Violent Offenses

Are the offense levels adequate for Chapter Two, Part A guidelines?
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III. Firearms

A. Background

The firearms guidelines have been the subject of considerable study and
amendment since the promulgation of the sentencing guidelines in 1987. The
Commission has enacted amendments to the firearms guidelines in 1989, 1990, and 1991.

The 1989 amendments increased the penalty for National Firearms Act firearms
(including automatic and short-barreled firearms, silencers and destructive devices) from
base offense level 12 to level 16, increased the penalty for prohibited persons from level
9 to level' 12, and increased the adjustment for a stolen firearm from 1 level to 2 levels.

The 1990 amendments further increased the penalty for National Firearms Act
firearms from. level 16 to level 18.

In 1991, the Commission undertook a substantial revision of the Erearms
guidelines, consolidating a number of the guidelines, strengthening cross references, and
implementing significant increases in the penalties for the most serious offenses. After
an extensive review of monitoring data, case law, case files, literature, and. after -

consultation with firearms experts, criminal justice practitioners, the Department of
Justice, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the Commission increased
penalties for offenses involving:

Summary of Guideline Provision Summary ofpenalty Increase

Defendants with one or more prior Penalty increased nom level 12 to up to
convictions for a crime of violence or level 26
controlled substance offense

Other prohibited persons (£,3,, felons, Penalty increased from level 12 to level
illegal aliens, fugitives) 14

Possession of a Erearm in connection Penalty enhanced by 4 levels to not less
with another felony offense than level 18

Unlawful interstate trafficking, or
I

Penalty increased li-om level 6 to level l2
possession of stolen firearms

Destructive devices Penalty increased from level 18 to 20

Multiple Erearms Applied enhancement to possession
offenses
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Following publication of amendments for the 1992 cycle, the Attorney Genera.!
identiiied several additional areas of concern relevant to violent crime, and
recommended the following increased penalties:

0 the base offense level for offenses involving National Firearms Act Erearms
leg., machineguns, short-barreled firearms, silencers) should be increased
from the current level 18 to level 22 (level 24 for destructive devices);

0 the base offense level for illegal possession or use of semiautomatic
firearms should be increased from the current level 12 to level 22 (the
level proposed for machineguns and most other National Firearms Act
firearms);

0 felony offenses committed by a member of a criminal street gang, or in
association with a criminal street gang, should receive a 4-level
enhancement:

0 the base offense levels for firearms violations by prohibited persons (9,9,,
felons or fugitives) should be increased in all cases by 4 levels;

0 the minimum offense level forpossession or use of the firearm in
connection with another felony oEense should be increased from level 18
to level 22:

0 the cumulative offense level restriction (cap) of level 29 should be
eliminated;

0 the base offense level for distribution of a firearm to a prohibited person
(gg, a felon or fugitive) should be increased from the current level 12 to
level 16; and

0 the adjustment for offenses involving multiple firearms should increase
more rapidly.

In response, the Commission established this working group to study these areas
and to identify any additional, related issues. After reviewing previous working group
research, and soliciting individual Commissioner and senior staff input, the worldng
group set out to study two general research questions relevant to the current, revised
firearms guidelines at 52K2.1 (Lg, found in the "red" manual):

0 Are the current penalties for the revised firearms guidelines adequate?

0 Are there specific application problems associated with the revised firearms
guidelines that need to be addressed?
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The remainder of the firearms section of this report summarizes the working
- group's research and findings with respect to these two questions.

1

B. Monitoring Data

In order to determine the impact of the revised firearms guidelines, the working
group analyzed post4November 1, 1991, monitoring data for cases in which defendants
were sentenced under the 1991 version of 52K2.1.

Use of the 1991 version of 52K2.1 (the revised version of the
firearms guidelines) has been limited to 66 cases for the period from November 1, 1991

 (the effective date of the amendment) to September 25, 1992 (the time of the writing of
this report). Only 50 of these cases have imprisonment information available in the
statement of reasons. This compares with 837 cases sentenced under the 1990 version of
the firearms guidelines during fiscal year 19917 The average sentence imposed in a
1990 amendment firearms case was 34 months. The average sentence imposed using the
revised 1991 amendment firearms guideline was 54 months, an increase of 20 months or
59 percent over the 1990 amendment cases. See Appendix B, page B- l.

Median guideline R~gg The median guideline range for cases sentenced under
the 1990 version of the firearms guidelines during fiscal year 1991 was 15-21 months.
This compares with the median guideline range of 41-51 months for cases sentenced to
date under the 1991 version of the firearms guidelines.

Sixty-one of the sixty-six 1991 amendment firearms cases had
statement of reasons information available. Of these 61 cases, two (3%) involved
upward departures; four (7%) involved downward departures, and four (7%) involved
substantial assistance departures. This compares with the 957 amendment year 1990
cases which included 46 (4.8%) upward departures, 41 (4.3%) downward departures, and
32 (3.3%) substantial assistance departures. See Appendix B, page B- l. The overall
population showed 1.7 percent as upward departures, 5.8 percent of cases as downward
departures, and 11.9 percent as substantial assistance departures.'

7 In multiple count cases, the case was counted if the firearms guideline (the 1991
version of 52K2.1 or the 1990 versions of 552K2.1, 2K2.2, or 2K2.3) produced an offense
level equal or higher to that produced by the other guidelines used. Cases in which 5481.1
(Career Offender) or 5481.4 (Armed Career Criminal) was ultimately applied were not
considered to be firearms guideline cases. Section 2K2.1 (1991) was compared with
552K2.1, ZK2.2, and 2K2.3 (1990) because the 1991 version combined conduct sentenced
under the previous three guidelines into a single guideline.

' United States Sentencing Commission 133 (1991);
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amendment cases include substantial assistance (34 cases, 20%), adequacy of criminal
history (26 cases, 16%), and no reason given (36 cases, 22%); The reasons for departure
in 1991 amendment cases include substantial assistance (4 cases, 22%), diminished
capacity (1 case), adequacy of criminal history (l case), overrepresentative criminal
history category (1 case), prior record (1 case), plea agreement (l case), general
aggravating/mitigating circumstances (1 case), and no reason given (8 cases, 44%).

C. Case Law

The working group reviewed relevant case lawto identify additional potential
issues of interest to the Commission. Cases were reviewed to determine if they involved
the following - areas of concem:

0 departures from therevised firearms guidelines;'

0 difficulties in applying the revised Erearms guidelines, including circuit
court conflicts over guideline application;

0 differential treatment of offenders or offenses involving semiautomatic
firearms; and

0 constitutional issues surrounding federal regulation of firearms and violent
offenses.

1. Departures and Application Issues in the Firearms Guidelines

Difficulties in applying the revised guidelines were limited, but included the issue,
raised in United St~es , More ag,v he 959 F.Zd 1489 (10th Cir. 1992), regarding the
relevant guideline to be applied where the defendant is convicted under 18 U.S.C. 5 371
of conspiring to violate 18 U.S.C. 5 924(c) (carrying or using a firearm during or in
relation to a drug tralicking crime)."' In that case, the lower court used &2X1.1
(Attempt, Solicitation, or Conspiracy) to apply 52D1.1, because the underlying conduct

The most common reasons for departure in 1990

' Because the revised firearms guidelines have been in effect for less than a year, few
reported decisions reflect use of the revised version. While Commission data indicate ten
departures under the revised guidelines, no reported decisions appeared to involve
departures from the revised guidelines, or circuit conflicts over application of the revised
firearms guidelines.

"
,See the hotline call infra on a related issue.
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involved a drug transaction. The appellate court overturned the lower court's decision,
holding that the most analogous guideline was 52K2.1(a)(7) and not 52D1.1, particularly
in light of the nature of the firearms offense and the jury acquittal on drug trafficking
charges. The court had difficulty applying 52K2.4 in light of guideline direction to apply
the term required by statute, a term not specified in this case."

A district court in Maryland has called into question the legality of mandatory
cross references such as €2K2.1(c) which provides that a sentence may be enhanced
based on the defendant's use of a firearm in the commission of a state offense. The
court found. such a provision, "blatantly adopted by the Commission as a clever device
for punishing conduct for which the offender cannot be federally prosecuted," to be
"blatantly intolerable and illegal."" This holding conflicts with the holdings of a
number of appellate courts, including the Fourth Circuit."

2. Semiautomatic Firearms

The circuits appear to be split on the issue of whether a departure is permitted
based on the type of firearm involved in the offense, particularly in light of 52K2.1 and
its commentary (both the 1990 and 1991 versions).

The 1990 version of 52K2.1 (Unlawful Receipt, Possession, or Transportation of
Firearms or Ammunition) distinguished among certain types of firearms, giving National
Firearms Act firearms (machineguns, destructive devices, short-barreled firearms, and
silencers) an offense level 18, and other firearms a level 6 or level 12, depending on the

" Two other cases raised relatively esoteric questions conceming the "sporting purposes
reduction under 52K2.1(b)(2). 1992 WL 178770, No. 91-7775 (11th
Cir. Aug. 14, 1992); 780 F.Supp. 1366 (N.D.Fla. 1991). 5~,

Appendix B, pages 8-4 and 8-5.

" No. 9<>0411 (D.Md. sept. 4, 1992) (smudn, J.).

" see eg, 961 F.Zd 1421 (gth ci;. 1992); ~ged Sims
v, Zerez, 897 F.Zd 751 (Sth Cit- ), ill S.Ct. 177 (1991); United States v, Smith,
910 F.Zd 326 (bth Cir. 1990). In United States v, Digkersgn, 956 F.Zd 46 (4th Cir. 1992),
the court directed the use of the cross reference at 52K2.l(c) to the Attempted Murder
guideline, as opposed to the First-Degree Murder guideline, where the defendant was
convicted for failure to register a National Firearms Act Erearm.
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status of the defendant. At the same time, background commentary to the guideline
indicated that "the guideline is not "based upon the type of firearm.""

The circuits do not appear to read the guideline consistently. At least one circuit
reads them to preclude further adjustment on the basis of type of firearm, arguing that
the commentary, in particular, indicates that the Commission has "adequately considered"
the factor. Llgjtggi States v, Enriquez-Mungz, 906 F.Zd 1356 (gth Cir. 1990) (type of
firearm a semiautomatic AK47 may not be considered as a departure factor to
increase sentence, because all types may equally be intended for unlawful purposes).

Other circuits have determined that the type of firearm, including semiautomatic
firearms, was not adequately considered by the Commission, and may justify an upward
departure under 55K2.0 (Grounds for Departure). Uglgd States v. Sweep;'g, 933 F.Zd
962 (11th Cir. 1991) (dangerousness of two AR-15 semiautomatic rifles justifies upward
departure from range of 10-16 months to 48-month sentence); United States v, Thomas,
914 F.Zd 139 (Bth Cit. 1990) (upholding upward departure from range of 8-14 months to
a sentence of 60 months based on dangerous nature of AK47 assault rifle, and a 9 mm
pistol, along with cocaine, at girlfriend's apartment); United States v, Robinson, 898 F.Zd
1111 (bth Cir. - 1990) (upholding departure from "woefully inadequate" range of 4- 10
months to 60-month sentence based on nature of Tec 9 semiautomatic firearms and
threat to the community of two fully loaded magazines containing 32 rounds each); 39;
mn, Stat v. g, 875 F.Zd 1124 (Sth Cir. 1989) (nature of firearms, machine
guns, could be considered in determining whether to depart upward); Qmtggl States v.
Scott, 914 F.Zd 959 (Tth Cir. 1990) (remanding for consideration ofwhether possession of
short-barreled shotgun may justify upward departure)."

=

14 U.S.S.G. 521<2.1 comment. (backg'd) (1990) reads in relevant part:

Apart from the nature of the defendant's criminal history, his actual or intended use
of the firearm was probably the most important factor in determining the sentence. -

Statistics showed that pre-guidelines sentences averaged two to three months lower
if the firearm involved was a rifle or an unaltered shotgun. This may reflect the fact
that these weapons tend to be more suitable than others for recreational activities.
However, some rifles or shotguns may be possessed for criminal purposes, while
some handguns may be suitable primarily for recreation. Therefore, the guideline
is not based upon the type of firearm. Intended lawful use, as determined by the
surrounding circumstances, is a mitigating factor.

" For a more detailed discussion of this and related issues, see Appendix B, page 8-6
to 8-9.
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No court has interpreted the revised 52K2.1 in this context. Three aspects of that
revised guideline address "type of firearm." First, the 1991 version of 52K2.1 provides
enhanced penalties for National Firearms Act firearms (at least level 18) and destructive
devices (at least level 20). Second, note 16 has been added to the commentary,
providing for an upward departure involving multiple National Firearms Act firearms,
military-style assault rifles, or non-detectable Erearms. Both of these provisions may
suggest that the Commission adequately has considered type of firearm, and intends to
preclude upward departures on this basis. However, the third aspect of €2K2.1 is that
the background commentary discussion of the irrelevance of typeof firearm has been
eliminated, possibly suggesting that the Commission does find the type of firearm to be
relevant.

3. Federalization of Firearms and Violent Offenses

Concems have been expressed regarding the increased federalization of certain
firearms and violent offenses. I-iistorically, many of these offenses have been left to'
regulation by state and local govemments. Over the last three decades, however, the
federal govemment has increasingly enacted criminal penalties for various firearms
offenses, including recent statutes banning possession of certain machineguns (18 U.S.C.
5 922(o)) and punishing the canying or use of a firearm in connection with a crime of
violence or controlled substance offense (18 U.S.C. 5 924(c)). Pending crime. legislation
would further expand the scope of federal regulation."

This federalization raises two issues: (1) whether such federal regulation (and by
extension the relevant federal sentencing guidelines) is constitutional; and (2) whether
such federal regulation is wise public policy. The working group examined case law
relevant to the first question. The second question is obviously beyond the scope of the
working group.

Regarding the hist question, it appears that the federal courts examining thisissue
have upheld federal regulation of various firearms and violent activity whether that
activity involves commerce or takes place exclusively Bgrez v,
United States, 402 U.S. 146, 150 ( 1970). The standard for evaluating the validity of an
Act promulgated pursuant to the Commerce Clause" is whether a reasonable Congress
could lind that the "class of activity" regulated affects interstate commerce, even if some
of that activity take place exclusively intrastate. Leg; 402 U.S. at 150. If the class of
activity affects interstate commerce, then the Congress may regulate it pursuant to the

"
See the summaries of pending legislation prepared by the Legal Staff.

" U.S. Const. Art. I, 5 8, cl. 3.
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Commerce Clause. Congress need not make specific Endings of fact to support its
conclusion that a class of activity affects commerce. Perez, 402 U.S. at 156 (1970).

Under this standard, it appears courts have consistently upheld federal regulation
of firearms, firearm possession, and firearm use in connection with violent or drug-
related crime. S~ m te v. Ev 928 F.Zd 858 (gth Cir. 1991) (upholding 26
U.S.C. € 5861(d) (prohibiting receipt or possession of unregistered firearm, including

machinegun) and 18 U.S.C. 9 922(o) (prohibiting possession or transfer of machinegun)
since there is at least an implicit,if "tenuous," nexus between the possession of any
firearm and the national economy); and United States v. ~imas, 934 F.Zd 1387 (bth Cir.
1990) (upholding 18 U.S.C. 5 924(c) punishing use of firearm in connection with dnig or
violent offense as a valid measure designed to deter the violence associated with drug
trafficking, an activity validly regulated by Congress under the Commerce Clause).

But see the recent opinion in the District of Maryland objecting to the use of
state offenses to enhance the sentence for a federal offense of felon in possession of a
firearm because

it is fundamentally offensive to any proper notion of federalism to "federalize," for
punishment purposes, countless thousands of state crimes merely because the
offender happens to be a convicted felon with a gun. Although chimerical, the
supposed nexus between convicted felons in possession of handguns and interstate
commerce has been deemed sufficient by the federal appellate courts to sustain
the constitutionality of 18U.S.C. 5 922(g), usually in opinions lacldng in any real
analysis. ~ , 9,,9,, U~ted Stgtgs v,

Wv~lage, 889 F.Zd 580, 583 (Sth Cir. 1989),
, 110 S.Ct. 3243 (1990). Notwithstanding the power of Congress in

connection with firearms regulation, it is common knowledge that recent
congressional attempts to federalize such crimes as murder when committed with
a handgun that has traveled in interstate commerce have failed of enactment. To
allow the Sentencing Commission, as "a sort of junior-varsity Congress,". to
exercise palpable sentencing power over non-federal offenses by the simple and
innocuous-looking expedient of a "cross-reference" is blatantly intolerable and
illegal

(Internal citation omitted.)

D. Hotline Calls

A total of 82 calls regarding Part K were received on the Technical Assistance
Service and legal hotlines between November 1, 1991, and September 1, 1992. The

" No. 90-0471 (D. Md. Sept. 4, 1992) (Smalkin, J.).
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majority of calls referred to 52K2.1 (Unlawful Receipt, Possession, or Transportation of
Firearms or Ammunition; Prohibited Transactions Involving Firearms or Ammunition)
(52 calls), and 52K2.4 (Use of Firearms or Armor-piercing Ammunition During or in
Relation to Certain Crimes) (22 calls).

Under 52K2.1 many of ,the questions involved whether or not the cross reference
at 52K2.1(c)(1) could be applied to conduct resulting in a state charge or conviction,
where the state charged the robbery or aggravated assault and the United States
Attorney prosecuted the firearms charge. The other most prevalent question involved
whether the defendant must have knowledge that the firearm had been stolen, in order
to apply the speciuc offense characteristic at 52K2.1(b)(4). Others questioned which
manual applies and whether or not the court could use the 1991 amended increased base
offense levels as a reason for upward departure. Finally, a few callers were concemed
that the use of prior convictions to determine thebase offense levels may be double
counting. Questions involving grouping of firearm counts appear to have decreased since
the 1991 amendment.

With respect to 52K2.4, most callers inquired whether the enhancement for
firearm possession under 52D1.1 or 5283.1 could be applied if guns other than the gun
charged in the I8 U.S.C. 5 924(c) count were involved. Some callers wanted direction on

how to apply the. new proviso at 52K2.4 application note 2, while others questioned if
multiple counts of 18 U.S.C. 5 924(c) run concurrently or consecutively.

A question relevant to both 52K2.1 and 52K2.4 was raised regarding the sentence
to be imposed on a defendant convicted in count one under section 371 of conspiring to
violate section 924(c), and in count two under the substantive section 924(c) offense."

There were no calls regarding the other Part K guidelines at €2K1.2, 52Kl.3,
52K1.5, 52K1.6, 52K1.7, 52K3.1, or 521<3.2.

E. Public Comment and Expert Assistance

l. Public Comment

The working group reviewed public comment submitted following promulgation of
the revised firearms guidelines in order to determine the primary issues the public
considered to remain in this area.

A federal District Court judge wrote the' single comment relevant to the subject
matter of the working group. The judge urged the Commission to eliminate the "most

" See case law summary supra of the related Mgrghggg case.
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cumbersome language found outside the Internal Revenue Code" which is located in
Application Note 2 to 52K2.4, the guideline that applies to convictions under 18 U.S.C. 5
924(c). The judge noted this provision was almost "incomprehensible, very difficult to
apply, and creates far more problems than it attempts to solve," and suggested a more
concise alternative provision.

2. Department of Justice

The working group' met with the Commissioner and Department of
Justice staff in order to further explore the Attomey General's correspondence with the
Commission. As a result of this productive meeting, it was agreed that the Commission
and the Department would exchange various information including summaries of cases,
and statistical and' departure data on gangs and semiautomatic firearms.

The Department informs us that, at this writing, much of the information
requested is not yet available. The Executive Office in June of 1992 began to collect
systematically statistical data on semiautomatic firearms and gangs, including relevant
departure data. Triggerlock data do not identify either type of firearm or gang-related
information. In addition, the Department has not completed efforts to identify
compelling cases that may justify the need for enhanced firearms sentences.

3. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

During the 1991 amendment cycle, the firearms working group met with
representatives of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms on multiple occasions to
discuss technical aspects of firearms, firearms prosecutions, and -the firearms guidelines.
The results of these discussions are summarized below in the section on technical aspects
of firearms, and in the firearms working group's fall report.

Additional correspondence has been sent to the Bureau seeking additional
statistical and technical information regarding classilication of firearms, including
semiautomatic firearms, and the Bureau is currently preparing a response. The working
group will advise the Commission of relevant information provided by the Bureau.

F. Legislative History and Pending Legislation

1. Legislative History of Firearms Statutes

Until the 19205 and - early 19305, firearms restrictions were largely the province of
state and local authorities. However, criminals, particularly those in organized crime,
increasingly used more dangerous firearms such as machineguns, automatic Erearms,
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guns equipped with silencers, short-barreled firearms, and disguised firearms leg, pen
gms).'" Local governments were perceived as unable to stem the national use of these
dangerous Erearms, and pressure soon developed to - enact federal firearms restrictions.

In 1934, the National Firearms Act (N.F.A), 26 U.S.C. 5 5801, gt seq, was
enacted. The Act restricts the use of various serious firearms (N.F.A. firearms) by
requiring manufacturers, importers, and dealers to register annually with the federal
govemrnent, to pay occupational, manufacture, and transfer taxes, to identify firearms
with serial numbers or other methods of identification, and to maintain such records and
returns as prescribed by the Secretary." All "makings"" and transfers are required to
be approved by the Secretary. Every firearm is to be registered by its transferor, and the
information compiled in a central registry maintained by the Secretary. The importing of
N.F.A, firearms, except for certain lawful purposes (ggg research, government use), is
prohibited. The receipt or possession of any unlawfully transferred, manufactured,
transported, or imported firearm, or the possession of any unregistered or unidentified
firearm, is punishable by a term of imprisonment not to exceed ten years."

Additional federal firearms legislation was enacted by the Gun Control Act of
1968, 18 U.S.C. 9 921, ~ seq," This Act extends additional restrictions over N .F.A.
firearms, and introduces some of the first federal firearms restrictions to non-N.F.A.
firearms, such as shotguns, rifles, handguns, and other semiautomatic and manual
firearms, and to ammunition. These provisions include licensing of those engaging in the
business of importing, manufacturing, dealing, shipping, transporting, receiving firearms
or ammunition," and restrictions on the transfer and possession of firearms.

" These firearms are known as National Firearms Act (N.F.A.) firearms. Destructive
devices, such as pipe bombs and grenades were later added to the list of N.F.A. firearms.
They do not include firearms such as handguns, unaltered, regulation-length long-arms (rifles
and shotguns), and various semiautomatic weapons.

"
$99 26 U.S.C. 55 5801, 5802, 5811, 5821, 5842, 5843, respectively.

" Under the Act, "making" a Erearm involved the manufacture of a weapon by one not
qualified to engage in the business of manufacturing firearms; "manufacturing" involved the
manufacture by one engaged in the business. See 26 U.S.C. 5 5845(i).

" 26 U.S.C. 5& 5812, 5822, 5841, 5844, 5871, respectively.

" The Act underwent a subsequent, substantial revision in 1986 as part of the Fireamis
 Owners' Protection Act (FOPA).

" lb U.S.C. 5 922(a)(1).
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Restrictions based on the type of firearm involved include restrictions on dealers
selling N.F.A. firearms or armor-piercing ammunition." The manufacture and domestic .

sale of certain types of ammunition, particularly armor-piercing ammunition, is
prohibited." In addition, no person may possess or transfer a machinegun not lawfully
possessed prior to May 19, 1986." Most offensesvunder the Act are subject to five-year
statutory maximums," but certain relatively serious offenses are subject to ten-year
terms of imprisonment.'"

Two predominant threads underlie the approach and penalty structure of the
firearms statutes. First, law-abiding citizens generally have the right to own firearms,
and this ownership should be subject to minimal federal regulation. Amendments to the
Gun Control Act, made under the Firearms Owner Protection Act, underscore this
theme." A second consideration is the intent of Congress that the statutes and their
penalty provisions provide for harsh punishment if the offender is not a law-abiding

" 18 U.S.C. 9 922(b).

" 18 U.S.C. 5 922(a)(7), (a)(8).

" 18 U.S.C. 5 922(o).

" But 18 U.S.C. 5 922(m) (one year statutory maximum where dealer makes false
entries or records, or fails to make required records).

See e.g,, 18 U.S.C. 5 922(g) (prohibiting felons, and others, from possessing firearms);
18 U.S.C. 5 922(h) (prohibiting employees of felons, and others, from purchasing Erearrns
in the course of their employment); 18 U.S.C. 5 922(i) (prohibiting shipping of stolen
firearms); 18 U.S.C. 5 922(j) (prohibiting receipt or sale of stolen firearms); 18 U.S.C. 5
922(o) (prohibiting transfer or possession of unlawfully possessed machinegun).

" iec Hardy,
Perspective, 17 Oimberland L Rev. 585-682 (1987) for a detailed summary of the Act and
the negotiations on which the Act was predicated. $99-3159 discussion in Research Project,
Federal Fire~ s Leg ~ 9;,'si i *6 Hamline Law Review 409, 412-415. The author cites as

the predominant provisions furthering this philosophy the restrictive definition of "engaged'
in the business of selling firearms," the tightened scienter requirements, and liberalized
record keeping requirements for dealers.
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citizen," or if particularly serious firearms are involved, such as those regulated by the
National Firearms Act."

2. Pending Legislation

Numerous additional proposals for restricting certain handguns and military-style,
semiautomatic assault rifles have been proposed since the early 19705, but none have
become law."' Legislation pending at the adjournment of the 102d Congress contained
numerous firearms and violent crime provisions, including new mandatory minimum
penalties, increased statutory maximums, directives to the Commission, and new offenses.
This legislation did not pass before the Congress concluded.

G. Literature and Report Review

1. Previous Commission Reports

The fir and e losives w rkin
of 1990 and Spring of 1991) summarizing monitoring data, case file review data., and
appellate law for the 1987- 1990 versions of the firearms guidelines. Those reports are
available for review by individual Commissioners, and will not be summarized further
here.

prepared two extensive reports (Fall

The ru rol orkin ou prepared two extensive reports (Fall of 1991 and
Spring of 1992) sumrnarizing various data and case law relevant to 52D1.I drug offenses.
Relevant data include findings that firearms were used or discharged by the defendant in
1.3 percent of the cases, were possessed on the person of the defendant or within arm's
reach in 9.1 percent of the cases, were readily available to the defendant (located near

" See 18'U.S.C. 5 924(a)(2), providing for ten-year statutory maximums for offenses
involving prohibited persons under 18 U.S.C. 5 922(d), (g) and (h), and providing for a
lower standard of scienter ("knowing'?) in contrast with the higher "willing" standard provided
for violations of other provisions under the statute.

" $9; 18 U.S.C.€ 924(a)(2) which provides a ten-year statutory maximum for "knowing
as opposed to "willing" violations of 18 U.S.C. 5 922(o); 5,e,e-also 26 U.S.C. 5 5871 (penalties
for violations of the National Firearms Act).

3* 59; summary of legislation pending in the 10lst Congress, printed in Hogan, Gun
QmLr~, Congressional Research Service Issue Brief (September 4, 1990).
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dmgs or near the defendant but not within arm's reach) in 9.7 percent of the cases, and
were possessed by a co-conspirator in an additional 8.7% of the cases."

2. Technical Journals, Law Review Articles, and other Periodicals

This section reviews various joumals, articles, and other periodicals for technical
information and data on firearms. The information may help determine if there are
certain classes of firearms that may be considered technically more dangerous than
others. If such classes exist, the Commission may wish to consider enhancing the
sentence based on such possession or use of such firearms, or identifying such possession
or use as a basis for departure.

a. Traditional Classification of Firearms

Traditionally, firearms are classified into three broad categories: fully automatic,
semiautomatic, and manual firearms. The categories are based on the method by which
the firearm fires a round and chambers the next round.

Autom 1

pull of the trigger. An automatic firearm is defined in 26 U.S.C. 5 5845(b) as any
weapon which shoots, is designed to shoot, or can be readily restored to shoot,
automatically more than one shot, without manual reloading, by a single function of the
trigger."" These firearms are often called machineguns and have generally been
banned for civilian sale and ownership since 1986.9 Automatic firearms may be either
long-arms (rifles) or short-arms (handguns)."

5 gntiggtgmatic firgg~ tire one round with each pull of the trigger but chamber
the next round, and can fire multiple rotmds from a magazine without reloading. A

firean-ns are generally firearms that fire multiple rounds with a single

" $9; Appendix B, pages 8-13 to 8-15. The working group reviewed 815 randomly
selected MONFY90 52DLl cases.

" Section 5845(b) also provides that 'The term [machinegun] shall also include the
frame or receiver of any such weapon, any part designed and intended solely and exclusively,
or combination of parts designed and intended, for use in converting a weapon into a
machinegun, and any combination of parts from which a machinegun can be assembled if
such parts are in the possession or under the control of a person." 26 U.S.C. 55845(b).

" 18 U.S.C. <5 922(o) prohibits the transfer of any machinegun not lawfully possessed
prior to May 19, 1986.

" ~ gg, ATF Ruling 82-3 (KG-9 pistol); 82-8 (SM10 and SM11A1 pistols).
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firearm is defined in 18 U.S.C. & 921(a)(28) as semiautomatic if it "utilizes a portion of
the energy of a firing cartridge to extract the Bred cartridge case and chamber the next
round, and which requires a separate pull of the trigger to Ere each cartridge."" Their
sale and civilian use is subject to certain restrictions of state and local codes, but, for the
most part, semiautomatic firearms are not subject to federal prohibitions on
possession." Kits to convert semiautomatics to automatics are available, and some
semiautomatic fireamis have selector switches allowing either automatic or
semiautomatic operation.'"

include single-shot pistols, revolvers, and pump-action or bolt-
action firearms. These firearms fire one round with each pull of the trigger but do not
reload automatically. They generally have a capacity of no more than eight rounds.

The Department of Justice, as noted above, has asked that one of these
traditional classes of firearms semiautomatic firearms serve as the basis for an
enhanced sentence. The primary Limitation on the use of traditional classifications when
considering whether to apply sentence enhancements to that class of firearm, is the lack
of consensus among experts as to whether each of the specific firearms within the
semiautomatic classification is in fact technically more dangerous than manual firearms.
While some of these semiautomatic - firearms may have particular appeal to criminals,
and may be particularly suited for injuring large numbers of persons, other
semiautomatic firearms (9,,9,, .22 caliber rifles) appear to be widely used for legitimate
sporting purposes."

b. Some Alternative Classifications

Given this difficulty, the Commission may wish to consider altematives to the
traditional classification. A few possibilities are identified below. In order for a
classification of firearms to be considered as a sentencing factor, the specific firearms
within the classification should correlate relatively well with some notion of increased

" 18 U.S.C. 5 921(a)(28) defines "semiautomatic rifle" but the definition of
"semiautomatic" is generic and can apply to any short-aim or long-arm.

In 1989, the Administration established a permanent ban on the importation of 43
models of military-style semiautomatic rifles. CRS 92-434 GOV (May 13,1992).
Subsequently, Congress prohibited the domestic assembly of the banned military-style assault
rifles from imported parts. 18 U.S.C. 5 922(r).

" Such firearms are "considered automatic firearms. S,e,e26 U.S.C. 5 5845(b).

" See, for example, u Fir , National Rifle Association, (Nov. 1991).
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dangerousness to an individual victim or to society in general, or at the least should have
some particular, demonstrable use in the commission of crime.

lt Rifles. One altemative classification of firearms that the
Commission might consider for sentencing factor purposes is the military-style assault
rifle. These firearms are typically semiautomatic Eream1s. Media reports and anecdotal
information suggest the prevalence of these firearms in the commission of drug
trafficking offenses, as well as gang-related and other violent offenses." In response to
these reports and in the face of impending congressional action," the Administration
acted pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 5 925(d)(3) to establish a permanent ban on the importation
of 43 models of military-style semiautomatic rifles considered not to be "particularly
suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes."" Most military-style assault
rifles, being manufactured domestically, are not banned," although Congress continues
to introduce legislation addressing these types of firearms." The working group is
seeking specific data on the frequency of use of military-style assault rifles in connection

- with crimes, but data appear to be limited.

As with other classifications of firearms, there may be limitations in the use of
this classification to enhance sentences. First is the difficulty in identifying the
distinguishing technical characteristics that raise concerns about these firearms. As part
of its effort to restrict milita.ry-style assault rifle importation, the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms established a working group" that identi.fied the following
criteria for identifying semiautomatic military-style assault firearms that lacked a sporting
purpose=

1. Military configurations (9,9,, ability to accept large detachable magazines;
folding or telescoping stocks; pistol grips);

" $~ e.g,, Jane Gross, Epidemic in Urban Hospitals; Wounds from ~sault Rifles, N.
Y. Times, Feb. 21, 1989, at Al, A15.

" CRS 92-434 GOV (May 13, 1992) 51.

ge discussion at CRS 92-434 GOV 51-52 (May 13, 1992).

" From 1985-1989, the domestic production of semiautomatic pistols went from 706,542
to 1,376,073 (Congressional Research Service, 92-434 GOV, (May 13, 1992) page 26.

$9; listing in CRS 92-434 GOV (May 13, 1992) 56-57.

" U.S. Department of Treasury. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. Report
and Recommendation of the ATF Working Group on the Importability of Certain
Semiautomatic Rifles. Washington, [July] 1989.
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2. Firearms with selective fire (selecting either semiautomatic or automatic
mode of operation), resulting in firearms that are merely semiautomatic
versions of machineguns; and

3. Acceptance of centerfire rather than rimfire cartridges of 2.25 inches size
A

or less.

Others have identified bayonet mounts; flash suppressors; bipods; the ability to
launch grenades; and night sights as potentially distinguishing characteristics of military-

style assault rifles."

A second limitation associated with using the classification of military-style assault
rifles is the inability of experts to agree whether military-style assault rifles are inherently
more dangerous than other semiautomatic firearms. In meetings with the previous
firearms working group, representatives of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
noted that these firearms are distinguishable from other semiautomatic firearms on the
basis of their appearance, not their ability to inflict more harm."' On the other hand,
some argue that statistics, including Bureau data, show these firearms are
disproportionately used by drug tra&ickers and violent offenders."

Di ised or Gad tFir The Bureau has suggested informally that another
class of firearms that might be considered to merit an enhanced sentence are disguised
or gadget firearms, generally restricted under section 5845(e) of the National Firearms
Act." These firearms include "pen guns" and "cane guns," and may commonly be used
for assassination or terrorist activities.

Identify Dangerous Characteristi~ gf g Firgg~ Instead of identifying a class of
firearms based on technical aspects of round chambering (9,,9,, semiautomatic firearm) or
appearance (9,3,, military-style assault rifle), the Commission might consider enhancing a
sentence based on the more dangerous nature of the firearm. The potentially subjective
nature of this correlation, and the policy-laden character of the inquiry, are beyond the
scope of this worlcing group. However, the working group can brieHy suggest possible

" $£9 CRS 92-434 GOV (May 13, 1992).

See also Semi-Auld Firga~ s, National Rifle Association, (Nov. 1991).

" See CRS 92-434 GOV (May 13, I992) 65-73.

" 26 U.S.C. 5 5$45(e) defines "any other weapon" subject to the Act as:

any weapon or device capable of being concealed on the person from which a shot
can be discharged through the energy of an explosive, a pistol or revolver having a
barrel with a smooth bore designed or redesigned to fire a fixed shotgun shell .
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characteristics of a firearm that may alone, or in combination, indicate a particular
firearm is more dangerous than others. Those characteristics include the concealability
of the firearm, the speed with which rounds may be fired, the range at which the firearm
is accurate, the capacity of the firearm or attachable clips or magazines," the ability of
the firearm to inflict wounds or death on an individual victim," and the type of
ammunition used.

List - Specific Firgg~s that are Qg~idered MgrgDangerggs (Sentence Incrg~edl
The Commission might consider adopting the

list of firearms developed by some other body or agency and increasing or reducing
sentences based on that list. This approach is similar to that taken by the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms with respect to that for military-style assault rifles,
discussed above. In addition, Califomia regulates 54 listed firearms as particularly
dangerous," while Marylands new handgun law creates a Handgun Roster Board which
appraises the legitimate purpose of firearms and develops a list of approved firearms.'"

.There are, of course, limitations to any approach relying on a list of firearms: the list
tends to be somewhat inflexible and requires updating as firearms are modified,
developed, or removed from the market. The Senate Report on the Gun Control Act of
1968 notes "the difficulty of defining weapons' characteristics" and gives this as a major
reason why the Secretary of the Treasury has been given fairly broad discretion in
defining and administering the import prohibition.""

The Commission might consider merely
providing a broad statement of purpose or policy regarding the types of firearms that
might be considered to merit a sentencing enhancement, thereby leaving individual
courts to depart in appropriate cases. This approach is similar to that used by Congress
under 18 U.S.C. 5 925(d)(3), pursuant to which the Administration based its military-style
assault rifle ban.

"
For example, pending legislation in Congress defines an assault weapon as "any

semiautomatic center fire rifle that accepts a detachable magazine with a capacity of 20 or
more rounds of ammunition." CRS 89-415 GOV (July ll, 1989). 5-e,e also, Virginia Code
Annotated. Section 18.2-308.2:2(1989).

5* Seq discussion in H~dgug WQu;1;1ingFactors and Effegivgngss, Federal Bureau of
Investigation (July 14, 1989).

" Cal. Penal Code 5 12275.5 (West 1990).

" Md. Code Ann. Crim. Law 5 36F (West Supp. 1989).

"
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 38 (1968). See also 18 U.S.C. 5 925(d).
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H. Issues for Consideration

The following possible issues arise from the discussion above of monitoring data,
case law, hotline calls, and public comment. The issues listed within each section below
have been identified by the working group as involving some degree of difficulty in
application or raisingsome similar concern. The working group has attempted to be
inclusive, rather than exclusive, in identifying issues for possible further analysis,
publication in the Federal Register, or resolution by the Commission.

1. €2K2.1(a)(1)-(6), (bill), (6)(5) Increase in Offense Levels

Are the offense levels inadequate for offenses involving National Firearms Act
firearms; firearms violations by prohibited persons (9,9,, felons or fugitives); possession
or use of the firearm in connection with another felony; distribution of a firearm to a
prohibited person; or multiple fireamis?

2. 52K2.1(a)(1),(3),(4)(B),(5) Increase Base Offense Level for
Semiautomatic Firearms or Other Dangerous Class of Firearms

Are there certain firearms, such as semiautomatic firearms, assault weapons, or
disguised fireanns, that should be subject to increased sentences because of "their
inherently dangerous nature?

3. £ZKZ.l(a) and Commentary (n. 14) Departure Based on Type of
Firearm

Does the commentary to 52KZ.-
1 preclude or permit departure on the basis of type

or nature of the firearm? The circuits are apparently split on this issue.

4. 52KZ.1(a)(1),(3),(4)(B) "Instant Offense" vs. "Offense"

Subsections (a)(l) and (a)(3) apply if the "instant offense involved a particular
firearm, but subsections (a)(4)(B) and (a)(5) apply if the "offense" involved a particular
Hrearm. There is some confusion about the distinction between these terms, surmising
that one term referred to the offense of conviction only, and the other to all relevant
conduct.

5. 52K2.1(a)(1)-(4)(A) and Commentary (n.5) Use of Criminal
History or Career Offender Rules to Determine Number of Prior
Convictions
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Note 5 to the commentary to 52K2.1 indicates "For purposes of determining the
number of [prior] convictions count any such prior conviction that receives any points
under €4A1.1 (Criminal I-iistory Category). This provision generally applies the criminal
history rules for counting prior convictions to the firearms guideline. Among those rules
is 54A1.2(a)(1) which notes that a prior sentence to be counted includes "any sentence
previously imposed upon adjudication of guilt for conduct not part of the instant
offense." Thus, if the defendant commits a state offense after the federal offense but is
convicted on the state oiense prior to the federal offense, then the state offense is
considered a prior conviction.

This may be considered, however, to conflict with the language of subsections
(a)(l) through (4)(A),as well as the general 'junior career criminal" approach of those
subsections. Those subsections specify a base offense level "if the defendant, Lag" a
certain number of prior convictions. The past tense of the guideline implies those
convictions must have been sustained prior to the instant offense. Further, the general
approach of these subsections is to sentence the defendant as a career criminal with
sufficient prior convictions to merit an enhanced sentence, but fewer prior convictions
than the three required by the Armed Career Criminal statute. Case law interpreting
that statute, as well as the career offender provision at €4BI.2(3) itself, require that the
prior convictions be sustained prior to the instant offense.

This rule, then, conflicts with the apparent rule in note 5, and clariication may be
in order.

6. €ZKZ.1(b)(4) Stolen Firearms Mens go Required

Subsection (6)(4) enhances the offense level if the firearm was stolen. Some
confusion continues over whether the defendant had to know the firearm was stolen. All
courts have held that there is no requirement that the defendant had to have known the
firearm was stolen, but litigation on the issue continues.

7. $2K2.1(c)(1) and 52K1.3(c)(1) Cross Reference to State Oh'ense

Do the cross references at 552K2.1(c)(1) and 2K1.3(c)(1) apply to conduct
resulting in a state charge or conviction?

8. 52K2.1 Commentary (Statutory Provisions) Reference to 18 U.S.C.
5 924(h)

'
[here is no guideline listed in Appendix A (Statutory Index) for 18 U.S.C. 5

924(h). Should a reference be added?
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9. €£5210.1 and ZK2.4 Conspiracy to Violate 18 U.S.C. 5 924(c)

What is the relevant guideline, if the defendant is convicted under 18 U.S.C. {5 371
of conspiring to violate 18 U.S.C. 5 924(c) (carrying or using a firearm during or in
relation to a drug trafficking crime)?" The lower court used 52X1.1 (Attempt,
Solicitation, or Conspiracy) to apply &2D1.1 because the underlying conduct involved a
drug transaction. The appellate court overturned the lower court's decision, holding that

T

the most analogous guideline was 52K2.1(a)(7) and not 52D1.1, particularly in light of
the nature of the firearms offense and the jury acquittal on drug trafficking charges. The
court had difficulty applying &2K2.4 in light of guideline direction to apply the term
required by statute because the term was not specified in this case.

10. 52K2.4 Application Note 2

Note 2 of the commentary to section 2K2.4 requires use of the greater of the (

sentence prescribed by 18 U.S.C. 5 924(c) or the increment in punishment resulting from
the relevant firearm enhancement. Application of this provision has resulted in some
concem that the note is more complicated and confusing than necessary.

11. 52K2.4 Double-counting

Section 2K2.1(b)(5) enhances the offense level for that guideline by 4 levels if the
firearm is used in connection with another felony offense. In most cases, this
enhancement should not apply if the defendant is also convicted under 18 U.S.C. 5
924(c). However, note 2 to 52K2.4 is not explicit that double-counting should be barred
in such a case.

" See the hotline call ga on a related issue.
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12. 5210.5 Calculation of Consecutive Sentence

Section 922(q) of Title 18, and 18 U.S.C. 5 924(a)(4) establish a misdemeanor
offense punishable by up to five years in prison. Any term imposed under these sections
must mn consecutive to any other term imposed lmder any other provision of law.
Section ZK2.5 provides that the relevant guideline range shall be calculated and the
range parsed between the term for the underlying offense and the term for the section
922(q) offense. This provides an incremental punishment in a one-count case, but not in
many multiple count cases (gg, 18 U.S.C. 55 922(g) and 922(q)) (no incremental
punishment since grouping niles add no levels when the 52K2.1 offense level is greater
than level 16); a 52D1.1 offense and section 922(q) (no incremental punishment for the
protected location school yard portion of the offense, because the gun portion of the
offense is a specific offense characteristic under 52D1.1, and the section 922(q) offense
will be grouped pursuant to 53D1.2(c)).

13. 5781.1 Dehnition of 26:5845(a) Firearm T

Section 781.1 refers to a firearm or destructive device of a type described in 26
U.S.C. 5 5845(a)." Note 4 to 5781.1 provides the relevant definition of this term. The
term used differs from that used in 52K2.1 (Firearms) ("a firearm listed in 26 U.S.C. 5
5845(a)") which is separately defined in note 3 to 52K2.1. .

14. <j481.4 Double Counting Armed Career Criminal and 18 U.S.C.
€ 924(c)

Section 481.4(b)(3)(A) adjusts the offense level by one level if the defendant used
or possessed the firearm or ammunition in connection with a crime of violence or a
controlled substance offense. This adjustment might be considered double counting if
the defendant also is convicted under 18 U.S.C. & 924(c).

15. 52D1.1 Cross References to Part ZA Offenses and Enhancements
for Threat or Use of Fireann ln Connection with Drug Offense

The current version of 52D1.1 provides limited adjustments for violent or firearms
conduct occurring in connection with a 52D1.1 offense. There is no cross reference to
the Part 2A guidelines in the event of an homicide, assault, or kidnapping, and no'
adjustment for threatened use or use of a firearm. The violent crimes working group
will coordinate research efforts and analysis with the drugs/role/harmonization working
group to ensure that any provision proposed by the current drug/role/harmonization
working group is consistent with the findings and data presented in this violent crimes
report.
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IV. Gangs

A. Background

In order to lay the groundwork for understanding future research questions about
gangs and gang-related crime, the working group: l) conducted a literature review of 40
academic and applied joumal studies of gangs; 2) surveyed by telephone approximately
20 state sentencing commissions or their counterparts; 3) reviewed pertinent case law;
and 4) sought the expert assistance of Department of Justice personnel."

An important first step in this process was to ascertain whether there existed a
generally agreed-upon definition of gangs. The working group also investigated whether
relevant studies of gangs and gang behavior have been conducted, what policies or
practices exist regarding the sentencing of gang members, and what, if any, valid and
reliable data exist for research purposes. Particular attention was given to the extensive
definitional, constitutional, and practical issues concerning this topic, including the
threshold issue of whether a gang member is to be sentenced based on criminal conduct
specifically undertaken as a gang member. In addition, concem was taken to note
whether or not elements associated with gang-related conduct are presently taken into
consideration in the fashioning of appropriate sentences.

B. Literature Review

l. Purpose

The goals of the literature review were to: l) obtain an overview of the
information available through academic studies and practitioner-oriented writings on the
topic of gangs; 2) examine the various definitions of "gang" employed by academicians
and practitioners; and 3) summarize and assess in a general way the findings andnature
of research in this field.

2. Methodology

From an extensive bibliography on gang-related issues prepared by the National .

Criminal Justice Reference Service, the staff working group selected for review 40
written works including books, monographs, reports, and articles from academic and law
enforcement journals. In choosing the literature for review, the working group
considered the recency, the type, and the authors of the publications. The group's aim

" A review of recent public comment files yielded no commentary regarding gang-

related issues.
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was to compile a collection of articles that would contain some of the more current
writings on gangs, but that would also include earlier works authored by some of the
more prominent researchers on gang-related topics. The group also wished to examine a
mix of both scholarly and practitioner-oriented articles.

After a review of the articles, the group completed abstracts of them with the aid
of a sample organized into six sections: the purpose of the study, the methodology
employed, the population (the group under study), hypotheses, study findings, and
definitions of gangs used by the authors. ~ Appendix C, page C- l. The 40 article
abstracts are available should Commissioners or staff wish to review them. The
following summary of gang-related research and writings stems from this abstract project.

3. Definitions of "Gang

The definitions of "gang" employed by the studies under review are many and
varied. Similarly, the definitions of "gang crime" frequently differ. In his review of the
literature on gangs, Professor Jeffrey Fagan of Rutgers ( 1989:638) notes a "lack of
consensus on the basic definitions and characteristics of gangs " Fagan recounts many of
the different interpretations of what constitutes a gang and gang crime. He attributes
the varied definitions of gang crime to the interests of the definer." Gang researcher
Arnold Goldstein (1991:5) observes the lack of an acceptable "gang" definition and states
that definitions tend to vary according to time, place, political and economic conditions,
community tolerance, the level and nature of public concem, cultural conditions, and
media treatment. Spergel et al. (1989:2) note that gang definitions employed by law
enforcement agencies are frequently narrower than those used by community agencies.

In as study prepared at the request of the National Institute for Juvenile Justice,
Walter Miller (1975, as cited in Lyman, 1989:96) lists five criteria for the gang definition
to apply. According to Miller, a gang must have: l) violent or criminal behavior as a
major activity; 2) a functional role division and a chain-of-command within the
organization; 3) an identifiable leadership; 4) continued interaction among its members;
and 5) a sense of territoriality.

Noted criminologist Malcolm Klein (1969, as cited in Lyman, 1989:96) defines a
gang as "any denotable adolescent group of youngsters who 1) are generally perceived as
a distinct aggregation by others in their neighborhood and who, -2) recognize themselves
as a denotable group (almost invariably with a group name), and 3) have been involved
in a sufficient number of delinquent incidents to call forth a consistent negative response
from neighborhood residents and/or enforcement agencies.

Kane and Spergel (1992) define a gang as a "group or collective of persons with at

common identity whose members interact on a fairly regular basis in cliques or
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sometimes as a whole group. The activities of the gang may be regarded as legitimate,
illegitimate or criminal in varying combinations.'?

J ames Silbey ( 1989:403) states that gangs "vary from loose-lmit affiliations without
distinct stmcture or leadership, to quasi-militaristic units with distinct ranks and
responsibilities." Gangs, he says, wear identifying colors and maintain certain unifying
customs and policies.

Curry and Spergel (1988:401) define a gang as a residual social subsystem often
characterized by competition for status and for income opportunity through dmg sales.
Gangs are organizations concerned with territoriality, status, and controlling human
behavior.

Samecki (1985, as cited in Goldstein, 1991:4) defines a gang as "a group of
juveniles linked together because the police suspected them of committing crimes
together."

According to the California Office of Criminal Justice Planning, a gang is a group
of associating individuals which (a) has an identifiable leadership and organizational
structure; (b) either claims control over particular territory in the community, or
exercises control over an illegal enterprise; and (c) engages collectively or as individuals
in acts of violence or serious criminal behavior" (Goldstein, 1991:4).

The New York State Division for Youth defines a gang as an ongoing,
identifiable group of people (highly organized or "loosely structured) which, either
individually or collectively, has engaged in or is considered likely to engage in unlawful
or antisocial activity that may be verified by police records or other reliable sources and
who create an atmosphere of fear and intimidation within the community (Goldstein, 
1991:5).

The Los Angeles Sheriffs Department, in its effort to operationalize the concept
of gang membership, identifies gang members using the following criteria: I) individual
admissions; 2) informant identilications; 3) place of residence, socialization, style of
dress, use of hand signals, symbols, tattoos, and associations with lmown gang members;
and 4) prior arrests with -known gang members (Maxson & Klein, 1990:75).

4. Observations on "Gang" Definitions :

These gang dennitions vary according to the criteria they contain and according to
the level of specificity of the criteria. It is noteworthy that while many of the definitions
contain criminal behavior as a required element, not all do. Likewise, definitional
features such assense of territoriality and chain-of-command found in some definitions
are lacking in others. Some individual criteria involve lower level abstractions (gg,
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wearing colors, havingia group name), while others involve concepts that border on the
esoteric (£3,, residual social subsystems characterized by competition for status). Many
of the delinitional elements are conceptual in nature and would seem to require
subjective judgment when determining whether a particular group qualifies as a gang.
For example, someone, somewhere, would have to decide whether a group 1) had an
identifiable leadership; 2) claimed control over a particular territory; 3) recognized itself
as a "denotable group"; 4) was a distinct aggregation; or 5) had been involved in a
sufficient number of unlawful activities to create a consistent negative response from the
community." Even if a definition of gang could be agreed upon, some system of
accurately operationalizing the criteria (£3,, determining that wearing colors is an
accurate indicator of collective identity) would have to be developed.

It is also noteworthy that some gang definitions are painted so broadly that they
encompass both organized crime and group delinquency, the latter defined as delinquent
acts committed by small, ephemeral, loosely organized youth groups (Curry and Spergel,
1988:382; Donal, 1984:11).

5. Defining "Gang Crime

Defining gang crime can also be problematic. The National Youth Gang
Suppression and Intervention Program operating out of the University Chicago presents
two definitions of gang crime. The grmg-motivated definition centers on the criminal act,
deEned as an incident arising from "gang motivation, interest or speciEc circumstances 
which enhance the status or function of the gang" (£,3,, inter-gang violence, gang
retaliation, turf protection, robbery, recruitment).' The gcmg-related deinition involves
the identification of a defendant as a gang member. Using this definition, the incident is
classified as gang-related "when the suspect, offender or victim is a gang member,
regardless of gang motivation or circumstances." Because of the difficulty in determining
motivation and purpose, a burglary or car theft committed by a gang member is much
more likely to be classified as a gang crime if the definition employed is gang-related
than if it is gang-motivated (Kane and Spergel, 1992).

Employment of differing definitions of gang crime can result in wide variation
among statistics maintained by law enforcement agencies. Maxson and Klein (1990:91)
found that the "prevalence of gang violence can vary widely among cities using different
definitions of gang violence." Maxson and Klein (1990:90) found, for example, that using
a motive-baseddefinition of gang-related homicides yields about half as many gang
homicides as does a member-based definition.

: Criteria in this example are drawn from several different definitions.
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Much like the "gang" definitions, translating definitions of "gang crime" into
identifiable behavior may also prove to be problematic. Identifying a crime as a "gang
crime" mayrequire subjective judgments regarding crucial issues such as motivation of
the perpetrator. Furthermore, a police or probation officer filling out a report about an
offense simply may not know enough of the facts pertinent to a particulardefinition to
make an accurate determination that gang crime occurred.

The Los Angeles Police Department establishes "gang-relatedness" if any of the
following criteria are met: l) suspects yell a gang name during the crime; 2) suspects
yell, "Where are you from?" before the crime; c) witnesses state that the suspects were
gang members; and 4) "victims are gang members" (Maxson and Klein, 1990:76).
Clearly, the LAPD has made some subjective detem1inations as to which behavior
constitutes gang crime. The police department's set of indicators is also heavily
dependent upon the availability of certain evidence (gg, the utterance, "Where are you
from?").

6. General Overview of Gangs

Gang membership in the United States is a widespread phenomenon. While
gangs were once thought to be confined to large cities, this notion is clearly no longer
valid. In addition to organized youth gangs, prison gangs and outlaw motorcycle gangs
proliferate, many originating in the Southem California area. While it is impossible to
accurately count the number of gangs present in the United States (Asian gangs
particularly remain secret societies), a 1989 survey of 35 cities reported 1,439 gangs with
120,636 gang members (Goldstein, 1991:23). The Los Angeles area alone claims 409
gangs with about 57,000 members. This vast number of gang members adds to their
ability to spread into all areas of the United States.

Gang membership is often associated with poverty and unstable social
environments, with gang members most commonly holding territory, status and money as
primary interests (Spergel et al., 1989:8). Frequently an ethnic phenomenon, Irish,
Italians, Chinese, Japanese, Samoans, African-Americans, Chicanos, Central Americans,
Puerto Ricans, Jamaicans, and Dominicans have formed large and powerful gangs.
Ninety to ninety-five percent of gang members are male (Goldstein, 1991:23, Dolan,
1984:49). Various studies indicate a median gang age of 19 to 20, but numerous recent
reports state "that gangs now include a larger proportion of members in their twenties
and even beyond in selected cases" (Klein and Maxson, 1989:213). Spergel (I984, as
cited in Klein and Maxson, 1989:213) stated, "

[G]ang violence isprimarily a young - adult
rather -than a juvenile problem." While evidence shows that all gangs profit from dmg
sales, to some extent crime specialization tends to be present in gangs: Columbian and
J amaican gangs in "crack" cocaine; Nigerian gangs in credit card fraud; motorcycle gangs
in prostitution and pomography; and Israeli gangs in heroin (U.S. News & World
Report, 1988).
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7. Gangs, Violence, and Drugs

Most gangs are considered violent and this condition appears to be escalating
(Goldstein, 1991:ix; Lyman, 1989:95). According to Yablonsky (1962, as cited in Silbey,
1989:403), "Brutality is basic to [the gang's] system. Talk of assault is a constant theme.
'Getting even' is characteristic even when there is nothing to 'get even' about Illegal
behavior is viewed as a badge of merit." Gang membership appears to prolong the
extent and seriousness of criminal careers (Spergel et al., 1989:4). In addition, Spergel et
al. (1989:5) found that the rate of violent offenses for gang members is three times as
high as for non-gang members. Much of the documented gang violence has been
attributed both to competition for the drug market and to traditional turf conflicts
(Lyman, 1989:91; Spergel et al., 1989:5).

In contrast to some of the general findings about the association of violence and
gangs, some researchers have found spurious relationships between the two. In one
,study, members of violent gangs reported the existence of features of social organization
and cohesion as more influential than the gang's involvement in drug use and dealing
(Fagan, 1989:633). Another study found that the purported gang connections for both
rock" cocaine sales and violence during 1984-85 were considerably overstated (Klein et

al., 1988). Miller (1976:363) found that only a small minority of gang members were
active in violent crimes and that violence was neither a dominant activity of the gangs, 
nor a central reason for their existence.

Evidence does suggest that drug use by individual gang members is on the rise
(Goldstein, 1991:ix), and many studies have noted a connection between drug dealing
and gang membership (Fagan, 1989:635). What emerges from much of the study of gang
violence is that it is strongly related to the drug trade. Jamaican posses, perhaps with a
strong business relationship with the Colombian cartels, are thought to control muchof
the gang cocaine smuggling, having turned a one-time "cottage industry" into a well-
organized retail market (Lyman, 1989:85). Crips violence is morespecifically related to
"sales territories" of their drug markets (Lyman, 1989:101). Jamaican posses,
consequently, are at war with CRIPS and Bloods over the crack cocaine trade. Gang
members are expected to use extreme violence to protect their sales territories or to
discourage competition. While violence is directed mostly toward other gangs,
occasionally innocent bystanders are hurt (Moore, 1990:171; Lyman, 1989:111).
However, Klein and Maxson (1989:231) found that only two to five percent of gang
homicides involved nongang victims. Fagan (1989:633) found that violence was not an
inevitable consequence of involvement in drug use or drug dealing.

A dissenting opinion on the pervasiveness of drug dealing and gangs is offered by
some researchers who infer that crack cocaine distribution, while it involves many
individual gang members, is not a street-gang phenomenon nor have gang members
brought much extra violence or organizational characteristics to crack distribution (Klein
et al., 1991:623, 647). Maxson and Cunningham (1991:647) conclude that "the world of
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crack in Los Angeles belonged principally to the regular drug dealers, not to street
gangs." Moore (1990:171) states that it is not safeto assume that drug-related violence is
inherent in gangs, and that the connection between violence and dmg marketing is
"faint."

8. Assessment of Research. on Gangs

Several studies assess the quality of the research on gangs. Klein and Maxson
(1989:199) examine the gang research of thelast twenty years and ask the question,
"What do we know from the [gang] research undertaken since the early 19705?" "Not
much," they conclude. They note a decline in scholarly attention to gang developments
during a period of significant changes in the age, stmcture, ethnicity, and geographic
locations of gangs. This "research impoverishment" has been attributed by various
scholars to such factors as civil rights developments, drugs, an alleged decline in gang
activity, and changes in the political climate (Maxson and Klein, 1989:199).

In the Maxson and Klein view (Weiner and Wolfgang intro, 1989:13), the
emphasis on deterrence-based models and a growing interest in controlling street-gang
violence has made city police departments the major repositories of gang information
and research opportunities. They note that " [p]olice sources of information have lead to
difficulties in conducting cross jurisdictional research because of varying data collection.,
procedures and classification schemes. The result is an informational resource with
theoreticaland methodological limitations. As a consequence, " [rjecent information on
street gangs has not yet been integrated into either existing or new theoretical
approaches explaining this social phenomenon [of gangs] , resulting in a conceptualization
that has been unable to explain diverse street gang activity over the last 20 years"
(Weiner and Wolfgang, 1989:13).

Moore (1990;160) also explored the issues and problems associated with social
scientific inquiry into gangs, and found that research in these areas is highly problematic.
For example, she notes the problems inherent in the gang studies that are based on
interviews of gang members. One pitfall is that studies based on interviews in
correctional settings have a sampling problem because gang members who go to jail are
not necessarily representative of the gang (Moore, 1990:172). Studies that rely on
subjects from gang intervention programs also suffer from sampling biases; the subjects
may Overemphasize the evils of gang membership or may supply the researcher with self-
aggrandizing myths (Moore, 1990:173).

The potential coercive nature of institutional settings may also distort study
findings. The environmental settings for the interviews, along with the sampling
problems, frequently lead to a stereotyping of gangs (Moore, 1990:172). One "major
stereotype is the tendency to focus on criminal behavior to the exclusion of group and
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community dynamics, and blame the 'gang' for criminal acts of individual gang members
(Moore, 1990:160).

C. State Initiatives

1. Introduction

As part of its research on gangs, the staff working group conducted telephone
interviews with 21 state sentencing commissions or their counterparts." These
particular states were selected because they either had sentencing guidelines currently in
effect or were awaiting legislative passage of proposed guidelines. Of the 21 states
interviewed, 15 had sentencing guidelines, one had voluntary guidelines, and five had
guidelines that were pending. Mostoften, the working group interviewed either an
agency director or administrator; in two cases, a parole commissioner or staff attomey
was interviewed. Each agency spokesperson was asked the same basic set of questions
regarding the way in which the state's sentencing guidelines took gang-related activity
into account. If the state guidelines did not provide for gang activity, the working group
interviewer inquired whether the state had ever made any effort to incorporate this
factor into the guidelines. The working group also asked for refen-als to other state
agencies that might have other, gang-related information.

2. Findings

None of the states contacted reported gang affiliation or related activity as a
specific factor in their current guidelines. One state had initially incorporated gang-
related crime into its guidelines as a departure factor, but this factor was dropped after a
statute was enacted that speciically addressed gang crime. Other states reported that
gang-related crime was not a stated departure in their guidelines, but that a judge might
depart using gang-relatedness in conjunction with another factor. One state
spokesperson reported his statefs use of "organized criminal operation" as an aggravating
factor, but did not believe that the concept encompassed gangs. Another state listed
organized criminal activity" as an aggravating factor in its guidelines. The interviewee

from this state said that this term "includes more than the mob, but hasn't really been
deEned."

.

A number of other states reported that their courts take account of gang
behavior through various departures that do not specifically address gangs and by

" The states called were: Alaska, California, Delaware, Florida, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington,
and Wisconsin. "Counterparts" included criminal justice planning agencies and court and
corrections agencies.
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sentencing at the high range of the guidelines. Several states reported that they have not
felt the pressure of gangs and therefore have not taken any guideline action regarding
gang affiliation and related activity.

The telephone interviews uncovered severalconcerns at the state level. One
frequently voiced concern revolved around the definition of gangs. According to the
state spokespersons, arriving at a suitable "gang" definition is a major obstacle to creating
sentencing guidelines for gangs. Only Minnesota had developed its own definition. The
Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission defined "organized gang" as an
"association of five or more persons, with an established hierarchy, formed to encourage
gang members to perpetrate crimes or to provide support to gang members who do
commit crimes." This definition was used until recently by the Minnesota courts as a
reason for departure. In August of 1991, however, the state enacted a statute that
established gang-related criminal activity as a separate crime, and the departure factor
was dropped from the guidelines. The current definition as deined in the statute
describes "criminal gang" as "any ongoing organization[, ] association, or group of three or
more persons, whether formal or informal

-

that: (1) has, as one of its primary activities,
the' commission of one or more of the offenses listed in [state statute and section] ; (2)
has a common name or common identifying sign or symbol; and (3) includes members
who individually or collectively engage in or have engaged in a pattern of criminal
activity." Statute also provides that "a person who commits a crime for the benefit "of, at 
the direction of, or in association with a criminal gang, with the intent to promote,
further, or assist in criminal conduct by gang members is guilty of a crime and may be
sentenced as provided in [the penalty section of the code]." The director of another state
agency with sentencing guidelines, however, notes the difficulty "differentiat[ing] between
home boys, machos, and those with more sinister purposes."

A second concem was that incorporating the factor of gang-related affiliation into
the guidelines might provoke constitutionality problems. At the heart of the issue is an
individuals freedom of association. One director of a guidelines commission questioned

the authority to penalize a person who is acting within his constitutional right. He asks
the question, "Can you penalize one beyond the act?" and believes "the issue is whether
the membership itself represents additional intent and culpability." Another director
noted that specific, gang-related guidelines could be viewed as racist and discriminatory
because most gang members belong to ethnic minorities.

D. Case Law

. In his January 31, 1992, letter to the Commission, Attomey General Barr
requested that the Commission amend Chapter Three to provide for a 4-level
enhancement for "any felony committed in association with a criminal street gang or by a
member of a criminal street gang." A review of case law reveals that punishment based
partially or totally on gang-related conduct generally falls into three areas. The first is as
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a condition of probation, parole, or supervised release. Malone !, Qnitgd States, 502
F.Zd 554 (gth Cit.), , 419 U.S. 1124 (1974) (probation); U~tgd Statgsv.
Egg 838 F.Zd 371 (gth Cir. 1988) (probation); United es v. Bolin r. 940 F.Zd
478 (gth Cir. 1991) (supervised release); , 854 F.Zd 830 (mb Cir. 1988)
(parole). The second is as a ground for sentencing within the applicable guideline range,
or in fashioning a pre-guideline sentence. ni d v. J 903 F.Zd 1084 (Tth
Cir. 1990). The third is as a ground for upward departure (Uni St v eet1nr
933 F.Zd 962 ( 11th Cir. 1991). A summary of these cases appears in Appendix C, pages
C-2 to C-10.

Three constitutional issues associated with sentencing on the basis of the
defendant's gang-related conduct are apparent.

The first involves fashioning a definition of "gang" or the relevant gang-related
conduct that survives scrutiny under the "Void for vagueness" doctrine that requires that
the prescribed acts be defined in terms that permit a person of common intelligence to
detemiine the line between innocent and condemned conduct. Vill of Hoffman
Estates v. Flipsidg Hoffman Estates, Inc,, 455 U.S. 489 (1982); K nderv ~ 461
U.S. 352 (1982); Lanzgttg v. New Jersey, 306 U.S. 451 (1939). The void for vagueness
doctrine also requires that terms are not so vague as to lead to arbitrary and
discriminatory law enforcement, Kglender 461 U.S. at 357, because "a vague law
impermissibly delegates basic policy matters to policemen, judges and juries for
resolution on an gi Lg and subjective basis, with the attendant dangers of arbitrary and
discriminatory application." Qrayggd v. Cit! of Rockford-

, 408 U.S. 104, 108-09 (1972).
It should be noted that there appears to be a split in the circuits on the primary issue of
whether void for vagueness challenges to the sentencing guidelines arepermissible. See
'int 9

States v
'

on, 968 F.Zd 158 (Znd Cir. 1992) (implying they are permissible);
United States v. Wivgll, 893 - F.2d 156, 159-160 (Bth Cir. 1990) (impermissible).

The second constitutional issue involves fashioning such a definition that survives
scrutiny under the "overbreadth" doctrine which prohibits laws that sanction
constitutionally-protected activity as well as the prohibited activity.
Rent Qgntrgl !, Berkeley, 454 U.S. 290 (1981).

Finally, any definition of "gang" or gang-related conduct should not
unconstitutionally restrict the right of freedom of association, a "preferred right" which
may be impinged only upon a showing that the restriction is reasonably necessary to -

accomplish the essential needs of the public interest and has a sufficient nexus with that
goal - Ss; Malone. lemma and Boggs;. sum-

A number of cases have considered this last constitutional issue. ln cases when
the nature of the gang relationship was specifically described and used to enhance the
sentence, the sentence appears to be upheld. When not so described, or not proven by a
preponderance of the evidence, the enhancement is reversed. In a preguidelines case,
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the Seventh Circuit affirmed a sentence which took into consideration the gang-related
nature of the crime committed, finding the crime to have been committed by an "El Rukn
gang member, carried out at the direction of gang members, and committed in
furtherance of gang activity. m d ta v o n, 903 F.Zd 1084 (Tth Cir. 1990).

However, the same circuit reversed an enhanced sentence based on gang-related
conduct in Uni d Stat y. Thom , 906 F.Zd 323 (Tth Cir. 1990). In Thgmas, the
district court enhanced the defendant's sentence based upon his membership in a gang
that distributed drugs and possessed prohibited firearms. The sentencing court
specifically found that "these gang activities might indicate a recidivist tendency or
potential for violence not normally associated with the crimes charged" (~9 felon in
possession of a firearm and possession of unregistered short-barreled shotgun). In
reversing the enhanced sentence, the circuit court held that, while "

[i]nvolvement in gang
activities might provide more fruitful grounds for departure," the sentencing court's
factual findings were insufiicient. On resentencing, no enhancement for gang-related

 activity was sought or given.

The Eleventh Circuit recently upheldan upward departure based upon the gang-

related conduct surrounding the offense of conviction. The defendant was the leader of
a gang which engaged in drive-by shootings using guns which the defendant was
convicted of possessing. The government introduced evidence of the dangerousness of
the weapons byvirtue of their use in drive-by shootingsand connected the g1ms found at
the defendant's home to the shootings by the casings recovered at the scene of some of .

the shootings. Q~ted States v, Swggting, 933 F.Zd 962 (11th Cit. 1991).

A similar enhancement was rejected in United States v, Scott, 9I4 F.Zd 959 (Tth
Cir. 1990). The district court departed upward based upon defendant's membership in a

'

violent street gang: .

Mr. Scott had a prior conviction. It's a drug case; He is found in possession of a
gun. His gun's a sawed-off shotgun. He's a member of the Brothers of Struggle.
Violent street gang I think a sentence (within the applicable guidelines) would
be totally, absolutely inadequate. It would send the wrong message to the
community and to gang members and to people who get involved in the
dangerous mix of drug houses, cocaine, sawed-off shotguns and violence.

Reversing, the circuit court held the departure was neither adequately articulated nor
justified within the framework of the guidelines.

In Uni g, 917 F.Zd 1057 (Bth Cir. 1990), the sentencing
court enhanced defendant's sentence based on his membership in La Cosa Nostra. On
appeal, the court reversed and remanded based upon the lack of credible, reliable
evidence to support the allegation of defendant's membership in organized crime. The
court cited with approval two Northern District of Illinois opinions: United 5~9; v,
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733 F. Supp. 1174 (N.D. Ill. 1990) (association with organized crime could be
considered aggravatingfactor supporting upwarddeparture if that association was used
by defendant in carrying out his crimes), r er other un No. 90-1463 (Tth
Cir. Aug. 6, 1992) (affirming enhancement for organized crime); and Qnited States v.~rt~, 733 F. Supp. 1195 (N.D. Ill. 1990) (govemment must show connection between
defendant's association to organized crime and the offense of conviction when seeking an
upward departure).

E. Expert Assistance

The working group met with staff of the Department of Justice's Organized Crime
Section (which oversees federal racketeering prosecutions) in order to identify the
statutes currently used to prosecute criminal street gangs and to understand more fully
the advantages and limitations of using these statutes, and the potential advantages and
limitations of the relevant sentencing guidelines. Section staff identified the RICO
statute as the primary statute used against organized criminals, particularly the better
organized, more established organizations which have regular meetings and a defined
hierarchical structure ile, traditional "Mafia" organizations). Staff stated that these
statutes were traditionally used in cases in which additional violence, extortion, thefts,
fraud, or obstmctions of justice occur, over and above the statutory predicate crimes
(9,,9,, extortion or kidnapping).

Between 1985-1990, there were approximately 100-110 RICO prosecutions per
year. Today, there are approximately 80-85 per year. This decrease is primarily
attributable to the availability of alternative, more severe statutes, such as the narcotics
and Continuing Criminal Enterprise statutes. The availability of severe penalties under
these statutes, as wellas the additional elements of proof required for RICO
prosecutions, makes use of RICO statutes against criminal street gangs less practical. In
addition, criminal street gangs prove harder to infiltrate as they lack any ldnd of cohesive
infrastructure, are not yet well known to law enforcement, and often function as social
clubs as well as criminal organizations.

Section staff also identified "murder for hire" statutes (18 U.S;C. 551958 and 1959)
as possible tools for criminal street gang prosecutions. However, the underlying gang
conduct would need to it within the relatively narrow scope of the statute.

Section staff did not identify any particular limitations of the sentencing
guidelines.
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UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
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WASHINGTON. DC 20004
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MEMQ~ DLJM

To: Susan Winarsky
Violent Crimes Working Group

From: Vince Ventimiglia.

Re: Summary of Penalty Review Project Recommendations Relevant to Violent
Crimes Working Group

Date: September 29, 1992

The Commission is directed by statute to inform Congress of inconsistencies in the
statutory penalties. A report of the Commissions Penalty Review Project identified
inconsistentpenalties in three areas relevant to the Violent Crimes Working Group: assault,
the Travel Act, and manslaughter. A summary of the report's recommendations follows:

Assault;

Current Statute= Depending on the statute involved, current statutory maximums range
from 1-3 years for simple assault, 1-10 years for assault with adangerous weapon, and 3-10
years for assault resulting in injury.

The Report: Recommends that the five assault statutes (18 U.S.C. 55 I11, l12(a), I13(c),
351(e), and 1751(e)) be amended so that all simpleassaults have a statutory maximum of
1 year, and all assaults with a dangerous weapon, and assaults resulting in injury, have a
statutory maximum of 10 years.
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The Guidelines: Simple assaults receive a base offense level 3 (no physical contact) or level
6 (physical contact). Aggravated assaults receive a base offense level 15 (18-24 months for
a first offender); level 18 (27-33 months) if use of a weapon was threatened; level 22 (41-51
months) if discharge of the weapon resulted in bodily injury.

Pending Legislation: The Conference Crime Bill (H.R. 3371) and S. 2305 generally would
implement the recommendation of the Commission report.

Travgl Act:

Current Statute: Travel Act offenses (18 U.S.C. 5 1952) provide a statutory maximum of
five years for offenses such as extortion, money laundering, drug distribution, prostitution,
and gambling involving interstate travel or the use of interstate facilities.

The Report: Recommends that the statutory maximums be amended so that Travel Act
offenses resulting in death are subject to a term of life imprisonment, offenses involving a
crime of violence or felony drug offense are subject to 20 years, and all other offenses are
subject to 5 years.

The Guidelines: Section 2E1.2 provides a base offense level 6 or the offense level fromthe
underlying offense, including offenses under Chapter Two, Part A.

Pending Legislation: The Conference Crime Bill (H.R. 3371) does notaddress this
recommendation of the Commission report. S. 2305 would implement the recommendation
of the Commission report.

Manglggghtgr=

Current Statute: Involuntary manslaughter offenses are subject to a three-year statutory
maximum under 18 U.S.C. 5 1112.

The Report: Recommends that the offense be subject to a six-year statutory maximum.

The Guidelines: Section 2A1.4 provides a base offense level 14 (15-21 months for a first
offender) in most cases.

Pendinglegislation: The Conference Crime Bill (H.R. 3371) and S. 2305 wouldimplement
the recommendation of the Commission report.
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VIOLENT OFFENSE CODES:

First Degree Murder
Felony With Death Resulting
Second Degree murder
Voluntary Manslaughter
Involuntary Murder Conspiracy to Murder (with death)
Conspiracy to Attempt to Murder

.Conspiracy to Murder (no death, assault, or attempt)
Attempt to Commit Murder
Assault with Intent to Murder
Aggravated Assault
Minor Assault
Obstructing or Impeding Officers
Criminal Sexual Abuse
Sexual Abuse of a Minor
Sexual Abuse of a Ward
Abusive Sexual Contact
Hostage/Kidnapping
Ransom taking
Aircraft Piracy
Interference With Flight Crew
Other - - Aboard Aircraft
Threatening Communication
Burglary of a Residence
First Degree Murder
Attempt to Commit Murder
Conspiracy to Commit Murder
HobbsAct Extortion
Extortionate Extension of Credit
Other Violent Felony
Other Violent Misdemeanor
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September 15, 1992

EMORAND

TO: Violent Crimes Working Group

FROM: Vince Ventirniglia

RE: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

This memorandum summarizes some of the issues considered to date by courts with
respect to offenses subject to Part 2A of the Sentencing Guidelines.

52A1. Murder; Conspiracy to Commit Murder
€2A2. Assault; Attempted Murder
€2X1. Attempt, Solicitation, Conspiracy

l. Murder; Conspiracy to Commit Murder; Attempted Murder

932 F.Zd 324 (4th Cir.), £€3. dq~d, 112 S. Ct. 210 ( 1991).

Issue:

Decision:

Where the defendant intended to kidnap ayoung child in order to film
the sexual abuse and murder of the child, what is the relevant
guidelinet

The circuit court held that the relevant application of the guidelines is
as follows: &2X1.1(a) applies to the conspiracy to kidnap the child and
directs the court to the underlying substantive offense. Since the
substantive offense was a kidnapping, 52A4.land its adjustments apply.
Section ZA4.l(b)(5) ((6)(7) under the current guidelines) requires that
if the victim was kidnapped in connection with another offense, use the
offense level for therelevant guideline. Since the defendant intended
to murder the child, 52Al.1 would apply. Finally, 52X1.l(b) was
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Violent Crimes Working Group 2
Re: Case Law on Part ZA Guidelines

applied, reducing the offense level by 3 levels, since the conspirators
did not complete all the acts necessary to complete the murder.

The court gave limited or no discussion to the defendant's claim that
the relevant guidelines were either 52A1.5 (Conspiracy to Commit
Murder) or €2A2.1 (Attempted Murder).

United State V

(holding that lower court's calculation of guideline range was notplain error, and was
consistent with decision in DePgw).

bg see, Larnbey, (Murnaghan, CJ dissenting) (noting ambiguity in application of
{$2X1.1(c); apply guideline section that expressly covers conspiracy to commit
offense): the provision either applies only at the start of the analysis (in which case,
once 52A4.1 is referenced, €2X1.1(c) would not be applied), or it applies to the
entire analysis conducted under 52X1.1).

91, 1992 WL 210604, No. 90-5619 (4th Cir. 1992) (en banc)

si.,

Issue:

d State v. Dick 956 F.Zd 46 (4th Cir. 1992)

Decision:

Which guideline should apply where the defendant is convicted of
federal firearms offenses after she detonated a pipe bomb under her
estranged husba.nd's pickup truck when he started it one moming?
After using the 52K2.1 cross reference to 52X1.1, is the guideline for
the underlying offense murder (52A1.1) with a three-level reduction for
the attempt, or attempted murder (&2A2.1)?

Attempted murder (52A2.1). The court relied on the language i
€2X1.1(c) which provides that attempts expressly covered by other
offense guidelines (including 52A2.1) are subject to that specific
guideline section.
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Violent Crimes Working Group 3
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

2. Minimal Planning (52A2.2(b)(l))

Issue:  What is more than minimal planning under 52A2.2(b)(1)?

United States v. Foster, 898 F.Zd 25 (4th Cir. I990)

Decision: More than minimal planning is present in offenses "not committed on
the spur of the moment." Here, more than minimal planning was
involved where defendant saw his girlfriend in bed with another man,
grabbed a gasoline can on the porch, purchased gas and wire,
assembled a crude bomb, placed it on the seat of the victim's car, and
concealed the bomb with the victim's clothes.

d States v 953 F.Zd 1060 (Tth Cir. 1992)

Decision: More than minimal planning applies where the defendant's planning
exceeded the norm for aggravated assault." Here, defendant returned

to a bar to wreak revenge on the victim, after defendant armed himself
with numerous weapons, modified the M-16 by changing barrels (to
make the weapon appear more frightening), and switching cars to
avoid detection on his retum.
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Violent Crimes Working Group
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

3. Enhancement for Use of a Dangerous Weapon (52A2.2(b)(2))

4

Uni Y. 931 F.Zd 238 (3rd Cit.), 99;. dg~d, 112 S. Ct. 242 (1991).

Issue: Is the enhancement under 52A2.2(b)(2)(C) (brandishing dangerous
weapon) or (b)(2)(B) (other use of a dangerous weapon) appropriately
given where the defendant pointed the firearm at a victim's head and
threatened to discharge the firearm?

Decision: The circuit court noted that the guideline definition "is not helpful in
drawing the line between the three categories of action." The court
goes on to find "brandish" includes pointing the weapon in a
generalized" threat, as opposed to a "specific" threat. The specific

threat in this case involved leveling the firearm and enunciating a
threat to discharge the weapon- The court notes similar findings in

911 F.Zd 985 (Sth Cir. 1990) (kidnapper
waved pistol at victims and threatened that anyone calling the police
would have to deal with the defendant);
929 F .Zd 1126 (bth Cir. 1991) (waving knife and threatening girlfriend,
and inadvertently injuring her); 898 F.Zd
1465, 1470 (10th Cir. 1990) (waving knife).

Qnitgg States Q51;£,v. F 898 F.Zd 25 (4th Cir. 1990)

Issue: Under 52A2.2, does the placing of a bomb under clothes in the back
seat of a car, and wiring the detonator to the engine, constitute
threatened use of a dangerous weapon, or othenavise used, when the
bomb fails to detonate due to improper grounding?

Decision: The court upheld the district court's increase of3 levels for threatened
use, and then noted the defendant "did not merely brandish or threaten
to use a dangerous weapon, he used one."
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Violent Crimes Working Group
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

4. Enhancement for Injury to Victim (52A2.2(b)(3))

5

! V 958 F.Zd 646 (Sth Cir. 1992)
1992 WL 155419, No. 90-8375 (Sth Cir. 1992)

Issue:

Decision:

Where a defendant convicted under 18 U.S.C. 5 lll(a)(l) and (b) for
assaulting federal officers, assaulted the federal officer, but only
injured a non-federal officer, does the four-level enhancement for
injury to the victim apply?

No. The plain meaning of "the victim is the object of the aggravated
assault, Lg, the federal officer.

United t 6 V raves, 908 F.Zd 528 (gth Cir. 1990)

Decision: No. The plain meaning of "the victim" prevails over 5181.3 reading
that might permit enhancement for injury to another person not the -

object of an offense of conviction where the injury to that other person
 occurred during the commission of the offense of conviction or in the
course of attempting to avoid detection or responsibility for that
offense.

mn sm,

Issue:

dS LB 932 F.Zd 342 (4th Cir. 1991)

Decision:

Is the defendant subject to an enhancement under €2A2.2(b)(3)(A)
(bodily injury) where a defendant convicted under the Assimilative
Crimes Act threw a chair at prison officials during a prison riot,
another inmate in the riot punched an oflicial in the face, and 6
officers in all were injured by 40 rioting inmates?

Yes. "While it may be uncertain whether the chair thrown by Brown
[the defendant] caused a specific injury, it is undisputed that Brown
participated in and aided a riot in which assaults occurred that caused
bodily injuries. [H]e is accountable for this harm under &181.3."

but sf., 948 F -2<l 1449 (601 Cit- 1991)

Decision: Held that the language "anyvictim" in 5283.1(b)(3) (Robbery) includes
any employee, bystander, customer or police of&cer who gets assaulted
during the bank robbery or during an attempted getaway, and
distinguishing QIBKQS on the basis of the nature of the crime
committed.
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Violent Crimes Working Group 6
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

5. Departure for Multiple Victims or Grave Risk to Others

931 F.Zd 238 (3rd Cit'. 1991)

Issue: Can the court depart upwards three levels on the grounds thatthere
were three victims assaulted?

Decision: Yes. Here, the defendant was convicted of one count of 18 U.S.C. 5
ill when he assaulted three Assistant United States Attomeys with a
firearm. The guidelines do not provide for circumstances involving
multiple victims (assuming there is not a count of conviction for each
victim), arid 52A2.2(b)(3) refers to "victim" only in the singular.
Further, 55K2.0 suggests multiple victims may be grounds for a
departure. A three-level adjustment is consistent with the grouping
rule treatment of three counts of conviction for assault.

d v. Strei 962 F.Zd 894 (gth Cir. 1992)

Issue:

Decision:

When is a four-level upward departure pursuant to 55K2.2 (Physical
Injury) justified when applying 52A2.4 (Obstructing or Impeding
Officers)?

In this case, a four-level departure was not appropriate, and should
have been limited to'a two-level departure, analogizing to the
enhancement in 52A2.2 (Aggravated Assault). Even though there are
two victims in this case, grouping niles would limit the enhancement
to two levels. Separate convictions with respect to each victim limit
the availability of a departure under 55K2.0. In this case, the
defendant bit the thumbs of two officers, crushing the bones in that
finger, and pointed a gun at them. Defendant was convicted of 18
U.S.C. 59 111, 1114, and 924(c). The court applied the three-level
enhancement under 52A2.4(b)(1) for personal contact, and departed
by four levels, analogizing to the two-level enhancement for bodily
injury available under 52A2.2 (Aggravated Assault), and presumably
multiplying it by two.
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Violent Crimes Working Group
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

7

e 914 F.Zd 113I (gth Cir. 1990)

Issue:

Decision:

Can a court depart upward - from a guideline range under 52A2.1, on
grounds that multiple victims were threatened, or that a grave risk to
other persons was presented?

Yes. The guideline does not reflect risk to multiple persons, in this
case the children of the ex-wife who was the target of the murder
attempt. (The defendant intended to run his ex-wife's car off the road
with a lumber truck, possibly killing all in the car; or to blow up the
butane tank attached to the woman's home, possibly blowing up all the
occupants in the home.)
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Violent Crimes Working Group 8
- Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

6. Double-counting

United States v, Willi~ , 954 F.Zd 204 (4th Cir. 1992)

Issue: Does the enhancement for use of a dangerous weapon at 52A2.2(b)(2)
constitute impermissible double-counting or a violation of the double
jeopardy clause where the offense of conviction (18 U.S.C. 5 I13(c))
is defined to include felonious assault with a dangerous weapon with
intent to do bodily harm, and the offense maximum presumably
incorporates this element?

Decision: No. The Commission is not prohibited by the Constitution, and does
not expressly prohibit in the guidelines, from enhancing the sentence
for the use of the dangerous weapon.

~ me 1992 WL 194524 (Zd Ci!. 1992)

Decision: Yes. The 4-level enhancement to defendant's base offense level for
use of a dangerous weapon in an aggravated assault constituted
impermissible double counting. The defendant attempted to run over
U.S. marshals with his car. The court held that the charge of
aggravated assault contemplated the use of a dangerous weapon.
Specifically, an automobile is not an inherently dangerous weapon and
becomes one only when 'otherwise used' in an assault. Thus, unlike a
gun, the mere possession of a car during an assault will not convert an
ordinary assault into an aggravated one. The court considered the'
actions involving the vehicle in the charge.

961 F.Zd 322 (2;;<1 ci;. 1992), petition fm; sen. len, (June
8, 1992) (NO. 91-8528).

Issue:

Decision:

Does the enhancement for official victim at 53A1.2 constitute
impermissible double-counting where the offense of conviction (18
U.S.C. & 111) must have an official victim as the object ofthe offense?

No. The Commission is notprohibited, anddoes not expresslyprohibit
in the guidelines, from enhancing the sentence on the basis of official
victim, since the guideline, unlike the statute, requires the defendant
to have known the victim was an official, and because note 1 to 52A2.4
evidences the clear intention to apply the adjustment.

sssaLsn nited t v. M
1089 ( 1990).

887 F.Zd 448 (3rd Cir. 1989), egg. del, 493 U.S.
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Violent Crimes Working Group 9
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

52A4 Kidnapping, Abduction, or Unlawful Restraint

963 F.Zd. 1388 (10th Cir. 1992), gcmg for g~ ie~ (Aug. 4, 1992) (NO.
92-5391).

Defendant convicted of kidnappingfor purposes ofsexual abuse. District court went
first to €2A4.1(b)(5) (now 52A4.1(b)(7)) which directed the application of the guideline for
the offense for which kidnapping effected or the kidnapping guideline plus a four-level
enhancement, whichever is greater. The district court applied 52.A3.1 (Criminal Sexual
Abuse) as it was the higher of the two. Defendant argued that 52A4.1(b) was ambiguous
as there were two offenses for which he committed the kidnap--sexual abuse and extortion.
The extortion guideline (5283.2) was lower than the enhanced kidnapping guideline and this
created an ambiguity. Thus lenity demanded that the lesser guideline apply. The circuit
court interpreted the direction of 52A4.1(b) to mean what it said--the highest guideline
should be applied.

Defendant further argued that the enhancement under &2A3.1(b)(5) was double-

counting in that abduction of a sexual abuse victim is inherent in the offense of kidnapping.
The court rejected this argument, referringto 5181.5in finding that when cross-referencing,
the entire guideline (including SOCS) were meant to be applied. (A copy of this case, is
attached.)
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Violent Crimes Working Group 10
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

52A6.1 (Threatening Communications)

1. Timing of Evidencing Intent

942 EZd 105 (Zd cu. 1991), gm. ge~eg, 112 S. ct. 942
(1992), P-€.L~~ SELL ~€4 9; other MALA, (Aug. 3, 1992) (NO. 92-5726).

Issue: Does the conduct showing intent to carry out the threat (six-level
enhancement under 52A6.1) have to occur contemporaneous with or
subsequent to the threat, or may it occur prior to the threat?

Decision: "Aperson cannot take action that will constitute proof of his intent to
carry out a threat until after the threat has been made." The court
relied on the "future conditional" language of 52A6.1 ("if the defendant
engaged"). Defendant in an oil investment scam double-sold property
of an investor more than a year prior to threatening the investor.

920 F.Zd 1330 (Tth Cir. 1990)

Issue: , Is a six-level upward adjustment based on evidence of intent to carry
out the threat warranted for a defendant who threatened to killhis
intendedpolice andfederal judge victims, when the defendant 15 years
earlier had killed a police o~cer, but was acquitted of murder on
grounds of self-defense?

Decision: Yes. The previous killing can be used to justify a departure on the
basis that the killing indicated an intent to carry out the present
threats, particularly where the earlier victim was associated with the
present victim (both were police ofncers).

947 F.Zd 1467 (11th Cir. 1991)

Issue: Does the six-level adjustment (for engaging in conduct evidencing an
intent to carry out the threat) under &2A6.1 apply where defendant
transported a quantity of weapons to his mother's house, purchased an
automatic firearm, shot a horse, lopped off its head, and placed it on
the steps of the federal court house (coincidentally as a local television
crew was filming for an unrelated story), and where such conduct
occurred two months prior to the defendants threatening his
employer?

I

Decision: The enhancement does not apply since there was no evidence
connecting the acquisition of firearms or the Godfather-like conduct
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Violent Crimes Working Group Il
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

2. Most Analogous Guideline

1992 WL 165818, No. 90-5950 ( 11th Cit. 1992)
965 F.Zd 460 (Tth Cir. 1992)

Issue: Is 52A6.1 the most analogous guideline for an offense convicted under
18 U.S.C. 5 876 Where the defendant sent threatening comm1mications
to prevent a potential witness from testifying against him in criminal
proceedings (~5;;) or threatened to harm the victim or her property
if she did not provide $25,000 (,~~pg)?

Decision: No. The most analogous guideline is 9283.2 (Extortion by Force or
Threat of Injury or Serious Damage). Lack of actual intent to carry
out the threat is not sufficient to remove the case from 5283.2.

950 F.Zd 1348 (Tth Cir. 1991), £€3. gcmg, 112 S. Ct. 3054
(1992).

Issue: Is 52A6.1 the most analogous guideline for an offense under 18 U.S.C.
5115(a) where the defendant phoned an I.R.S. agent and threatened
harm to her, particularly in light of the cross reference in Appendix A
to 52A2.3 (minor assault)?

Decision: 52A6.1 is the most analogous guideline, despite the lack of a cross
reference in the statutory index to this guideline, since &115(b)(4), the
penalty provision for 5115(a),* is referenced only to 52A6.1, and since
&2A6.1 is "clearly more applicable to Pacione's Olsfense.".

95 1 F.Zd 1182 (10th Cir. 1991),

Issue: Is 52A6.1 the most analogous guideline for offenses under 49 U.S.C.
1472(m) (making false reports to an airline) where the defendant
intended to harm a passenger on the plane?

Decision: No. Threatening communications offenses are most commonlythreats
against federal oflicials, or using the mail to make threats, This
offense is more comparable to carrying weapons aboard an aircraft
(see 49 U.S.C. 5 1472(l)) which is covered under 52K1.5.
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Violent Crimes Working Group
Re: Case Law on Part 2A Guidelines

12

vLBi log, 914 F.Zd 966 (Tth Cir. 1990), £@1, denied sub-, goin-.,
ill S. Ct. I077 (1991).

Issue: Is 52A6.1 the most analogous guideline for offenses under 18 U.S.C.
5 894 (extortionate extension of credit) or is 5283.2 (Extortion) where
the defendant paid two codefendants to collect past debts from clients.

Decision: 5283.2 is the most analogous guideline since the defendant used
threats and conspired with others to use threats and violence to collect
an extension of credit. The court focused on the language in 5283.2
that even ambiguous statements such as "pay up or else" bring the
conduct within the scope of the guideline.
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October 5. 1992

To:

From:

Re:

Violent Crimes Working Group

Vince Ventimiglia

Case Law on Mandatory Minimum of Life Under 18 U.S.C. & 1111

This memorandum examines the issue of whether 18 U.S.C. 5 1111 mandates a
sentence of life in prison, or whether a term of years may be imposed.

Section llll(b) reads as follows:

Whoever is guilty of murder in the Erst degree, shall suffer death unless the jury
qualifies its verdict by adding thereto "without capital punishment", (sic) in which
event he shall be sentenced to imprisonment for life .

The guidelines indicate that there is some ambiguity - regarding whether a term of
years may be imposed under section llll(b), and leave the issue to the courts. The

. background commentary to 52.4.1.1 (1991) reads:

Whether a mandatory minimum term of life imprisonment is applicable to every
defendant convicted of first degree murder under 18 U.S.C. & 1111 is a matter of
statutory interpretation for the courts. The discussion regarding circumstances in
which a downward departure may be warranted is relevant in the event the penalty'
provisions of 18 U.S.C. 5 1111 are construed to permit a sentence of life
imprisonment.

Every appellate court to address the issue ile., the Second, Third, Ninth and Tenth
Circuits) has heldthat the statute requires a mandatory term of life in prison.
!.,Sands, 968 F.Zd 1058, 1066 (10th Cir. 1992) (section 1111 provides a statutorily required
minimum sentence of life in prison that would control over any other lesser sentence
suggested under the guidelines); V. 952 F.Zd 1537 (gth Cir. 1991)
("[t]he express wording of 5 llll(b) leaves the sentencing court no discretion to impose a
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lesser sentence" than life in prison; finds the Commission's deference on this issue (see
U.S.S.G. &ZA1.l (Background)) to be "appropriate"); 939 F.Zd 721
(gth Ci=. 1991) (repeals by implication are disfavored; court finds such a repeal only when
the legislature's intent is "clear and manifest"; "where preexisting sentencing statutes
mandate minimum terms in excess of the maximum applicable Guidelines sentence, these
statutes control");

"

it v nz 922 F.Zd 1044 (Zd Cir. 1991) ("Congress did
not inadvertently eliminate parole. Congress could foresee its action would translate
every life sentence into life imprisonment without possibility ofparole, so that the term life
sentence would be the reality"); 878 F.Zd 735 (3d Cir. 1989)
("Congress did not mean to replace a fixed minimum sentence for first degree murder with
an indeterminate sentence; the legislative history [ofthe SRA] makes it clear that Congress
intended to go in the opposite direction of achieving more consistent, determinate
sentences").

The decisions show that the commentarylanguage found in 52A1.1 has apparently
prompted some defendants to challenge their life sentences. For example, in the
court noted:

In urging this proposition [that life is not the mandatory minimum term] Gonzalez
- points to the Commentary to 5 2A1.1 of the Guidelines as evidence that the
Sentencing Reform Act's abolition of parole does not mean that the only sentence
a judge may impose under 5 1111 is life without parole.

Two primary theories of the defense emerge in these cases. The first is that, prior
to the SRA, any prisoner serving a life term was parolable after 30 years (18 U.S.C. 5
4206(d) (repealed 1987)) or ten years (18 U.S.C. 5 4205(a) (repealed 1987), and thus the
life sentence under section 1111 was not in fact a determinate sentence nor a mandatory
minimum. The court in ~~ejg, however, responds that Congress nevertheless restricted
the availability ofparole but did not change the plain meaning ofthe statute, and must have
been cognizant of the inevitable consequences of such actions.

The second argument is that one reading of the SRA holds that 18 U.S.C. 5 3559
provides that offenses with maximums of life are Class A felonies, and 18 U.S.C. 5 3581
provides that Class A felonies are subject to terms of life or any term of years in prison.
The [,agar court notes, however, that section 3581 is not intended to alter the relevant
terms of imprisonment for offenses where such term is explicitly provided in the statute.

More detailed arguments against a mandatory minimum sentence of life mayalso be
found in Norris, CJ. (concurring) who makes these additional points:

0 The sentence under 18 U.S.C. 5 1111 should be considered a presumptively
applicable sentence to be imposed according to the usual Guidelines
procedures since Congress replaced one sentence mitigation schema based on
parole with another based on departures and adjustments.
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All cases previously holding that statutory minimums are Guidelines
minimums have involved post-guidelines statutes or pre-Guidelines statutes
that did not provide for parole in the first place.

. The ambiguity in the statute calls for application of the mle oflenity in favor
of the reading most favorable to the defendant.

Additional, detailed analysis of statutory construction and legislative history, aimed
at discerning legislative intent, particularly with respect to the apparently conflicting
provisions of section 3559 and section 3581, may go far toward ultimately resolving, this
issue. For purposes of this memorandum the analysis is summarized very briefly here;
further detailed analysis will be reviewed at such time as the Commission desires. The
points that might be made are as follows:

o Penalty provisions for first degree murder frequently provide for a temi of
years or life in prison, and in specific cases (9,9,, murder of a law enforcement
officer in connection with a controlled substance offense) mandate statutory
minimum penalties (9,9,, 20 years in the case just noted). Congress could be
considered -to increase disparity, rather than decrease it, if it intended to
punish the murder of a person on a military base with a minimum of life in
prison, and permit a term ofyears or a mandatory minimum ofless than life
in more specific cases of murder with aggravating characteristics.

. Language found at 49 App. U.S.C.A. 5 1472(i)(1)(B) (Aircraft Piracy) which
implies that Congress at the time of passage of the Sentencing Reform Act
considered section 3559(b) to authorize any term of years or life for Class A
offenses) The argument might run that Congress would not have considered
it necessary to preclude consideration of section 3559(b) (providing that the
incidents of classification of an offense) if Congress believed that the penalty
under section 1472 (and similar offenses) did not permit a term ofyears to be
imposed. One of the incidents of classification might be found in section
3581(b)(1).

' Section 1472(i)(l)(B) reads:

Whoever commits or attempts to commit aircraft piracy, as herein defined,
shall be punished notwithstanding the provisions of section 3559(b) of Title
18, if the death of another person results from the commission or attempted
commission of the oE'ense, by death or by imprisonment for life.

3
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Table 15

AVERAGE IMPRISONMENT - 21<2.1 CASES'
(October 1, 1990 through September 25, 1992)

For the 1990 amendment yur, 943 can (2I<2.1, 2K2.2. 2K2.3) were Identified. OI these 043 caen, 6 mixed lw can (both guideline
end pre-guideline counts) were excluded. SOR tm rleonment lnhvmdon wee vailbie for 50 ol M 1U1 mendment you ones (2I(21).
Sentences with zero months prison ordered were ~lctuded ln the oloulmon of average prison term.

SOURCES U.S. Sentencing Commieion, 1991 Dn File MONFY91.
U.S. Sentencing Commission, Ongoing Data Hle.

TabLe 16

DEPARTURE STATUS - 2K2.1 CASES'
(October 1, 1990 through September 25, 1992)

Am m 1 ~emimem Y 1
Departure Status

P N
~ Degerture Kg 51,4 5

rd LB Z~ 13
award 41 iii 4 LG

bstnti Assist EF) ;L3 4

! ! ~
TOTAL 051 1W.O *  Oi 1WI

"For the 1990 mendment you, 965 cues 1. 2I(2.2. ZI(Z3) were Identified. U these 985 cues, 6 mixed lw cues (both guideline
md prequldellne counts) were excluded. S~l~mpdonment lnfonmtlon wu available for 61 oi 66 111 Amendment you oem (ZI(Z1).

SOURCESr U.S. Sentencing Commieelon, 1991 Dn File MONFY9!.
U.S. Sentencing Communion. Ongoing Det= File.
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Table 17

GUIDELINE SENTENCING RANGES - 2K2.1 CASES'
(October 1, 1990 through September 25, 1992) ,

m mY . HI
Gu ? elmo Range

M Emu! rtl tenant
~ Q;G tM .1.1.5 2 am

~... 1 -7 15 lin 0 lin
2i 31 lg 1 Ui
3;g~ e 9 0 Ml

,~ ~9 21 24 0
~- MR 51 10 1 11

Bi =1 0

[lim
BJ; 1 0.J 0 0.0

IN 12.2 2~ 3.3
12112 21 3.0 3.3
15=21 100 12..1 1 11
18=21 9 ~ l,0 4 5.2

1. 105 11.0 2 3,3
2130 se 5.3 2 1.3

~ ill 2
mal 25 2~ 1.3
,1131 iR 2.0 3 13.3
;i~ 20 1.2 .0.0
$1;.51 El ! ;1.0.Q

10 1.1 ,iii 5.0
5 0.2 1 in

~ II fl Li
SZtB 1 0..1 5 10.0

1 dJ .1 1..2
77.~ 9 0.9 2 3.3

fi 9.0 9 - 0.Q
9 0.2 ~ 5 Li
9 0 9.0

92dls fl 0.0 0 0.9
;SL121 0.0 0 0.0
].Q;1ZS 3 0.3 0 00
103;135.. - . 0 1 LI
1JIH;IZ 9 0.0 0 0.0
1zusL 9 0.0 1 Il

1 -1 1 0 9.0
1 0,1 1 1.1

0.0 D~ 0.0
mule 0 0.0 1 l.Z
1511100 1 ~ 0.1 0 0.0
1~210 ~ 3 dA 0 9.0

10 1.1 0 9.0
nom R 0.1 0
mm 4 11.5; 0 0.0
~ZQZZ 1 0.1 0 0.0
mass 9 Q 2 0 JiMi.

0
0

life 0 0.0 i - 0.0

TOTAL IN. " 100.0

'For the 1990 amendment year. 902 cases $~
0.1 21<2.2. 2I(2.3) were ldentllied. Of these @2 came 7 mixed lw cues (both guideline

and pre-guideline counts) were excluded. Rguidllne range information was evailbb Ior60 of 66 1 ~1amendment you cases I2I(2.1).

SOURCES: U.S. Sentencing Cornmhislon, 1991 Date His MONFY91.
U.S. Sentencing Commission, Ongoing Den FIle.
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U NITED STATES SENTENCING COM MISSION
1331PeuuSvLvnuA AVENUE. NW

Suns WOO
WASHINGTON. 0.C. 20004

(202) 662 - 8800

- €$35/<*

September 30, 1992

MEMQ~~QUM

TO: Violent Crimes Working Group

FROM: Vince Ventimiglia

RE: Case Law on Revised Firearms Guideline (52K2.1 (1991))

This memorandum reviews cases that have considered issues relevant to application of the
revised firearms guidelines at 52K2.1.

, 959 F .Zd 1489 (10th Cir. 1992).

Most analogous guideline for defendant convictedinjtuy trial of conspiring to carry firearms
in connection with drug trafficking offense in violation of 18 U.S.C. 5 371, is 52K2.1(a)(7)
and not 52D1.1. Court looked at nature of the firearms offense and the acquittal on drug
trafficking charges. Court had difEculty applying 52K2.4 in light of guideline direction to
apply the term required by statute - which term was not specified in this case. Court
accordinglylooked to most analogous offense guideline. Court left open for lower court the
issue of whether the defendant's offense level under 52K2.1 should be reduced by three
levels pursuant to 52X1.1(b)(2).

780 F.Supp. 1366 (N.D.Fla. 1991)

In a case decided less than six weeks into the use of the revised guidelines, the court held
that the new guidelines "raise double jeopardy concerns" where the defendants were
originally convicted of federal hunting violations and the current conviction relates to
possession of the firearm by a felon (same conductas implicated in the prior conviction).
The guidelines six-level "sporting purposes" reduction under 52K2.1(b)(2), the court held,
would be denied the defendants in this case, thus

- BA -
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Violent Crimes Working Group 2
Re: Case Law on Revised Firearms Guideline (521<2.1 (1991))

the entire conduct constituting the offenses for which the defendants have already
been convicted is brought directly to bearlon their sentences for possession of a
firearm by a convicted felon. The guideline incorporates a "use" adjustment for
sentencing that is not a part of the offense. In order to deny the defendants the
benefit of the six-level reduction, I would have to consider "the entirety of the
conduct for which [the defendants were] convicted." I conclude, therefore, that these
defendants may not be deprived of thesix-level reduction in the base offense level

!Jm'1ggistg,tgs v, Skinner, 1992 WI., 178770, No. 91-7775 (11th Cit. Aug. I4, 1992)

The circuit court clarified that the sporting reduction under 52K2.1(b)(2) applies where the
defendant did not ~tp~y use the firearm for unlawful purposes, or did not i~nq its use
for such purposes. Similarly, the actual or intended use for sporting purposes warrants the
reduction. The lower court apparently denied the reduction on the basis that the defense
failed to show actual sporting use.

'Internal cites omitted. The court without explanation applies a base offense level l2
under 52K2.1(a)(7). Typically, a conviction under 18 U.S.C. 5 922(g)(1), of which the

1

defendants were convicted, receives a level 14 under 52K2.1(a)(6).
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UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
ISS! PENNSYLVAnIA AVeNUE. NW

SUlrs I400
WASHINGTON. DC 20004

(202) 662 - 8800
FAX (202) 662 - 763I

September 15, 1992

MEMQRANDQM

TO: Violent Crimes Working Group

FROM:  Vince Ventimiglia

RE: Case Law on Semiautomatic Fireamus

The following cases have considered semiautomatic firearms in some fashion. A
number of cases have permitted upward departures based on the more dangerous nature
of semiautomatic firearms. However, the courts are split on whether type of weapon in any
case, may justify a departure, in light of background commentary to 52K2.1.' Additional
issues arise in a limited number of cases in connection with semiautomatic firearms.

Permissible grounds for Dggal-tug

Umted State; v, Sweeting, 933 F.Zd 962 ( 11th Cir. 1991)

The dangerousness of the defendants' two AR-15 semiautomatic rifles and other Hrearms
used in the narcotics offense and in drive-by shootings is a factor not considered by the

U.S.S.G. 52K2.1 comment. (backg'd) (1990) stated:

Apart from the nature of the defendant's criminal history, his actual orintended use
of the firearm was probably the most important factor in determining the sentence.
Statistics showed that pre-guidelines sentences averaged two to three months lower
if the firearm involved was a rifle or an unaltered shotgun. This may reflect the fact
that these weapons tend to be more suitable than others for recreational activities.
However, some rifles or shotguns may be possessed for criminal purposes, while
some handguns may be suitable primarily for recreation. Therefore, the guideline
is not based upon the type of fireann. Intended lawful use, as determined by the
surroundingcircumstances, is a mitigating factor.

8-6



Violent Crimes Working Group . 2
Re: Case Law on Semiautomatic Firearms

Commission and could justify an upward departure from a range of 10-16 months to a
sentence of 48 months.

United States v. Thomas, 914 F.Zd 139 (Bth Cir. 1990)

The court permitted an upward departure from a range of 8- I4 months to a sentence of 60
months based on the nature of the firearms involved, and other factors. Defendant
possessed a fully loaded AK47 assault rifle, and a 9 mm pistol, along with cocaine, at his
girlfriend's apartment. "The factors forcefully illustrate the danger Thomas-Bey [ the
defendant} has repeatedly posed for others, which indeed warrants a severe penalty.

Unitgg State; v, ggbjmon, 898 "F.Zd 1111 (bth Cir. 1990)

Defendant purchased two Tee 9 semiautomatic Grearms for eventual resale in New York
City, and possessed 1.22 grams of crack cocaine in his vehicle. The guideline 52K2.1 (base
offense level 9) range of*4-10 months was considered "woefully inadequate for this offense
by the district court, which departed upward to a sentence of 60 months based on number
of weapons, nature of the weapons (semiautomatic the "weapons of choice for those
involved in the drug trade"), unlawful purpose of illegal resale to those in the drug trade,
and threat to the community of two fully loaded magazines containing 32 ro1mds each. .

The appellate decision is less than clear, apparently confusing the categories of "automatic"
and "semiautomatic" firearms. The court states:

Section ZK2.lof the guidelines (background notes) indicates that "the guideline is not
based upon the type offirearm." An upward departure, however, may be based on
the manner of use or intended use ofthe firearm. We believe that the district court
may take into account the nature of the firearm, whether it is automatic andintended
to be used in the drug trade.

The concurring opinion may clarify somewhat the intent ofthe majority. The concurrence
notes:

I concur in the panel's opinion except with respect to the discussion regarding
automatic weapons. In departing, the District Court relied on the nature of the
firearms, noting that semi-automatics are the "weapon of choice in the drug trade.
But the applicable guideline explicitly rejects the type of firearm as a sentencing
criterion: it differentiates according to intended use, "not . . . upon the type of
Erearm." . . . The government's brief notes that Guidelines 9 51<2.6 allows the court
to enhance the sentence in accordance with "the dangerousness ofthe weapon" used
or possessed in the commission ofthe offense. But it would be illogical to construe
this general provision to override the Commissions specific statement that the type
of firearm is irrelevant to the appropriate sentence for the crime charged inthis case.

- B7 -



Violent Crimes Working Group 3
Re: Case Law on Semiautomatic Firearms

Neither of the opinions address the lower court's consideration of the larger capacity of the
semiautomatic firearms and the concomitant threat to the community.

Uni ate V 914 F.Zd 959 (Tth Cir. 1990)

Notes, withoutdeciding, the split in circuits over whether type of weapon may be considered
for an upward departure. Remands to lower court toclarify reasons for departure, including
possible ground thatpossession ofsawed-off weapon may justifydeparture. ge 9,,3,, Qnited

875 F.Zd 1124 (Sth Cir. 1989) (nature of weapons, machine guns, could be
considered in determining whether to depart upward).

Igi~rmissjhle Grounds for ~pagu~
906 F.Zd 1356 (gth Cir. 1990)

Type of weapon, as provided by earlier versions of 52K2.1, may only be consideredas a
departure factor to the extent a reduction in the offense level is warranted, and not for an
increase in sentence, since all types may equally be intended for unlawful purposes. The
lower court had departed on a number of grounds, including the presence of at least 40
AK47 assault rifles.

877 F.Zd 1409 (gth Cir. 1989)

The mere presence of a semiautomatic weapon at a drop house for illegal immigrants did
not by itself constitute a ground for upward departure. There appears to be - no connection
between the firearm and the offense, as required by 55K2.6. The lower court held that the
presence of the 9mm Uzi semiautomatic firearm at the time of the defendants arrest
indicate a substantial role in the offense. The firearm was found at the drop house along
with a small bag of marijuana and large sums of money. Not clear if the nature of the
firearm influenced the lower court's decision to depart. Not clear why the firearm was
considered unconnected to the offense, in light of its location and the sums of money
nearby.

QLher.lsa.uea

DJ V 917 F.Zd 1133 (Bth Cit. 1990)

Number andtype of weapons (in this case, a Remington 12-gauge semiautomatic shotgun,
an AKS-762 semiautomatic 39 mm riile, a .41 magnum pistoL and two .22 caliber
semiautomatic pistols) justified denial of a reduction in sentence based on sportingpurposes
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Violent Crimes Working Group 4
Re: Case Law on Semiautomatic Firearms

of the guns, particularly in light of ATP ban on assault rifles, and inference that the guns
can not be used solely for sporting or collection purposes.

Unite es v. Will , 919 F.Zd 606 (gth Cit. 1990), egg. denied, 112 S. Ct. 208 (1991).

Aflirms that mere presence of semiautomatic handguns clearly reHect an increased danger
of violence, and consequently a two-level enhancement under 52D1.1(b)(1) may be
sustained. ~~d, 907 F.Zd 781 (Bth Cir. 1991) (noting that
defendant's Colt AR-15, a semi-automatic assault rifle that is not typically used in hunting,
is quite a formidable weapon") (citing 889 F.Zd 187 (Bth Cir.1989);

and holding that the connection of defendant's guns to the offense was consequently not
"clearly improbable").

921 F.Zd 1569 (11th Cit.). an- ds~ed snl=. nom, Tan~
gniggg states, ill S. Ct. 227 1 (1991).

The defendant argued that admission of an Israeli Military Industries semiautomatic firearm
was prejudicial to the defendant. The court held that, since the firearm was a tool of the
drug trade, the firearm could be properly admitted in connection with an instruction to the
jury that the weapon is not evidence of guilt, but can show intent and knowledge.
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Usc of Weapon/ Show ol' Force
All Drug Defendants Studied

il (LUZ) FT = Force'Threatened, No Chu

CU (- 04) 'CU = Co-conspirator Used

NP = No Force Used Nr (68142)

NR (9.77.) an = lweapon Readily Availabl -

to'Defendant

UU (U.BZ) WO = Weapon Out of Defendant's Reach



USE OF A WEAPON
Comparing FORCE Used by Mitigating and No Role Detendants
CURRENT Guideline vs. PROPOSED Guidelines

CURRENT Guideline

FORCE
MITROLE [ cP cu FT NF Wo WE WR WU ! Total

-+ -€ - - -€ - -+
(Ne Mj) D [ 46 5 4 399 5 ss 54 7 I 5 76(Minor) -2 l 10 1 2 54 1 2 6 1 l 77-3 4 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 l 12(Minml ) -4 3 0 1 25 0 0 0 0 I 29

Total [ ba 7 485 6 58 60 a
[ 694

YABIAILB

Fame:

7

Y

NP - NoForeBandNOW=lPOl
Fr - 1=0.-= -rnmcmalused (NO Weam)
CP - Coeompiracor Possessed/can-i=<l WGIPUH
cU - coempimm showedlused Weapon
WO - Weapon Out of Defeudmfs Read=

Wg - Wagon Readily Available to Defend.
WP - Wagon Poneuedlcarried By Ddeadnl
Wu - weapoashDwed/usedByDe1'eadmt
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USB OF A WEAPON

Type of Force
All Defendants Studied, Grouped by Tasks Performed

FORCE
FUNCTION I CP CU FT NF WO WP WR WU

1
Total

1;

+€;q- -- +q
Bodyguard 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

Broker 6 0 0 31 1 0 1
Courier 8 2 0 99 0 5 2

Crewuember 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Enabler 0 0 0 7 0 0 1

Financier 1 0 0 4 0 0 1
Gofer 6 0 1 10 0 0 2

Grower/Man 3 0 0 13 1 6 9
High - Level 4 1 0 18 0 7 8

Lookout 3 0 0 6 0 0 0
Mid- Level 12 2 4 129 2 21 28

Money- Rum 2 0 0 4 0 0 0
Mule 0 0 0 59 0 2 1

Offloader 2 0 0 2 0 0 1
Pilot/capt 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

Renter 4 0 0 12 0 0 2
Street-Lev 12 2 2 125 2 25 17

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0.

0
4

3
39

117
2
8
6

19
32
38

9
203

6
62

5
3

18
189

Unknown 5 1 1 16 0 5 3 0 3 1
- -€£

Total l 69 8 8 540 6 72 77 10 l 790

Drug Role Case Review Data (Spring 1992 ) , Page ~ of
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SAMPLE ABSTRACT
(hypothetical)

Simpson, L., Randolph, 8., and Anderson, R. J. New directions ingang research. Journal of Applied Sociological Research, 1972,
73 - 79 .

Purpose
The primary objective of this study was to examine drug use by
gangs and its relationship to subsequent gang violence.
Method
This study employed a participant - observer who posed as a gang
member and who recorded descriptive narrative data on the types
and amounts of drug usage and drug trafficking behavior, and the
gang - related violence that was associated with these activities.
Population
The target population for this study wasthe Invincibles, a
ninety - member Caucasian street gang operating out of downtown
Miami.

Hypotheses
The study hypothesized that trafficking in the more potent and
addictive illicit drugs (gag., crack cocaine) wouldbe associated
with more frequent and more serious violence on the part of the
gangs. The study also hypothesized that the usage of higher
potency.drugs (gig., PCP) would result in greater gang violence'
than would the use of drugs of lesser potency (3,3., marijuana).

Findings
The study found that trafficking activities that involved crack
cocainewere significantly more likely to be associated with
knifings, shootings, and turf - related gang warfare than were
trafficking activities that involvedmarijuana. The authors
speculate that the higher profit associated with crack cocaine
was the reason gang members were more likely to resort to
violence as they defended their turf.

The study also found a slightly higher incidence of violence to
be associated with PCP and crack cocaine usage than with
marijuana. However, this violence was generally less
premeditated than was the violence associated with trafficking in
these same drugs.

Definition
This study defined a "gang" as a group of youths from one
neighborhood banded together for social reasons, a group
possessing a strong group identity.

C - 1



UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
I83I P=NMSV1.VAmA Avenue. NW

Surf= 1400
WASHINGTON. DC 20004

(202) 682 - 8800
FAX (202) 662 - 7631

October 8. 1992

TO:
Susan Winarsky, Chair
Bonney Adams, Bob Bentsen, Mike Courlander, Susan Katzenelson,
Pam Montgomery, Barbara Nienstedt, Katherine Rosich,
Rebecca Schwartz, Melissa Selick, Vince Ventimiglia

FROM: Deborah J . Dealy-Browning

RE: Case Law Review of Selected Gang-Related Sentences

In response to groupdiscussion, I began a case law study to determine if
sentencing enhancements are being sought for gang afiiliation. It appears that gang-
related behavior comes into play in three areas: l) as it interacts with conditions of
supervised release and parole or probation; 2) as a ground for sentencing within the
range of the applicable guidelines; and 3) as a ground for upward departure. It is very
clear from the case law reviewed that so long as the condition regarding prohibition of
gang-related activity is reasonably related to the specific goals for supervised release as
set forth by the judge, and the condition itself is reasonable, this interference with the
preferred" right to freedom of association is permissible. . It is also apparent that gang-

related conduct may be relied upon to determine a sentence within the range. A more
interesting question is whether gang-related conduct may be grounds for a departure
and the answer appears to be yes, if sufficiently proven and connected to the offense.

D Il l B

In one case, I found that a prosecution had been conducted against the Patriaca
family of La Cosa Nostra (Mana) 1mder the auspices of the RICO statutes. The "gang
was defined as a highly secret enterprise whose illegal activities have included speci1ied
murders, drug traff1cldng, extortion, obstruction of justice and gambling. The issues in
the case revolve around the use of a wiretap; I include it here to provide one definition

C-2



of gang and to demonstrate the existence of a RICO prosecution of gang activity.
Another possible definition for "gang" comes from 914 F.Zd
966. 976 (Tth Cit- 1990); senademed. sutz..noni., 111 $. cr.
1077 (1991), r re ' ' ' "ni" " v '

952 F.Zd 1398 (Tth Cir.
1992) ("the use ofviolence to support an ongoing, criminal business practice").

nhan men! h

Finally, Ln the cases in which the gang-related nature of the offense was
considered for sentencing purposes, the enhancement was upheld when the nature of the
relationship was specifically and meticulously described.

l. te V

242 (I991)

In a preguidelines case, the mother of a member of the El Rukns gang who had
tumed government informant was shot in the legs by gang members. In finding that
consideration of gang association was appropriate for determining the sentence, the
circuit court specifically held:

To the extent that the district court might have considered the defendants' gang
membership, such consideration was not improper. Gang membership, insofar as
it bears on the issues of rehabilitation and general deterrence, may be a relevant
factor in fashioning an appropriate sentence. Moreover, the record shows that the
defendants, who were El Rulms, carried out the attack on Tetter at the direction
of the El Rukn organization. Given the relevance of gang membership to the
possibility of rehabilitation and the need for general deterrence as well as to the
facts of this case, we cannot conclude that the district court's consideration of the
defendants' El Rulm membership was improper.

Each defenda.nt's 20-year sentence was upheld.

903 F.Zd 1084 (Tth Cit. 1990), cm,-denied 112 S. Ct.

2. 906 F.Zd 323 (Tth Cit. 1990)

Defendant and another were convicted of weapons and narcotics offenses. The
guidelines range for defendant was 21 to 27 months; the range for the co-defendant,
Cooper, was 24 to 30 months. The court found that the firearms guideline "absolutely
gives away this offense" and further determined that these types of gang activities
indicated a recidivist tendency that is not reflected in their criminal history categories.
The court also noted these gang activities indicated a potential for violence not normally
associated with the crimes charged (felon in possession, possession of unregistered Title
II weapons, possession with intent to distribute cocaine, and 924(c)), the court departed
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upward to 25 gears for defendant and to 15 years for Cooper. In reversing and
remanding, the circuit court held:

Involvement in gang activities might provide more fruitful grounds for
departure, but the district court insufficiently articulated reasons for
departure based on gang afhliation

At sentencing, the government offered evidence that the defendants were
members of a violent street gang whose business was trafhclcing in illegal
narcotics. The evidence strongly indicated the BOS gang, of which both
defendants were members, has contributed greatly to the urban drug and
crime problems in the communities in which it operates

The district court did not, however, say whether it accepted or rejected the
govemment's reasoning Moreover, a factual finding that gang activities are
tenible is insufficient to support a holding that the Guidelines failed to
adequately consider the effects of such activities Leaders of gangs can
receive enhancements for playing an aggravating role in the offense under 381.1.
The simple statement that gang activityis terrible does not point to where the
Guidelines insufliciently take the problems into account.

3. 933 F.Zd 962 (11th Cir. 1991)

Defendant and his brother were each convicted of felon in possession of a
firearm. The district court departed upwards to four years for the brother, from a
guideline range of 10 to 16 months, and sentenced -defendant to 15 years as an Armed
Career Criminal. The govemment offered evidence at sentencing that both defendant
and his brother were members of the Untouchables, a violent street gang responsible for
drive-by shootings connected with their drug trafficking activities. In departing upwards,
the district court found that the "offense was part of a criminal livelihood which survived
through terrorizing and intimidating witnesses so that the extent of the criminal behavior
never translates into a prosecution." The circuit court a.fErmed the departure, holding
that the facts relied upon by the district court provided a proper basis for an upward
departure: 1) the brother was the leader of a gang which engaged in drive-by shootings
using the same guns that the brother possessed in his place of residence; 2) the
dangerousness of the weapons possessed; and 3) the evidence presented linked the type
of weapon recovered with casings recovered Ecm the scene of the drive-by shootings.

'

Immas, was cited with approval in two more recent cases:

4. MEI?-B 914 F.Zd 959 (Tth Cir. 1990).
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Defendant pled guilty to felon in possession of a Erearm and possession of an
unregistered firearm. He initially admitted in open court that he was a member of the
Brothers of Struggle (BOS) street gang. After plea, defendant was allowed out on bail;
during his pretrial release, he had two dirty urinalysis specimens and was seen at a
tavem with another BOS gang member during a shoot-out, and a warrant was issued for
his arrest after he failed to appear for sentencing. Sentencing range was 10-16 months.
The court departed upwards and gave him 60 months. The court undeniably relied
heavily upon defendant's membership in BOS and upon what he called guidelines
"fraught with inadequacies":

Mr; Scott had a prior conviction. It's a drug case. He is found in
possession of a gun. His gun's a sawed dE shotgun. He's a member of the
Brothers of Struggle. Violent street gang . . . .

I think that a sentence in the range of 10-16 months here would be totally,
absolutely inadequate. It would send the wrong message to the community
and to gang members and to people who get involved in the dangerous mix
of drug houses, cocaine, sawed-off shotguns andpviolence.

The circuit court -remanded the case holding that the departure was not
adequately articulated nor justified within the framework of the guidelines. In a footnote
on page 964, the court did speciically hold that gang' involvement might provide the
basis for a departure if analyzed in the terms of Ihomas.

5. 917 F.Zd 1057 (Bth Cir. 1990)

Defendant convicted of obstruction of justice, acquitted of one count of witness
tampering, and split verdict (mistrial) on another count of witness tampering, as well as
perjury. counts. The PSR recommended an upward departure might be appropriate
based on the defendant's links with and membership in La Cosa Nostra (Mafia). The
court found there was a preponderance of evidence demonstrating that the defendant

 was a member of organized crime and that it was a proper basis for departure.

On appeal, the defendant argued the departure was based on hearsay. The court
rejected that argument but remanded for lack of reliable, credible evidence (hearsay or
not) to support the allegation. Of interest to this group is the court's reliance upon
district court case. 733 F. Supp. 1114 (N.D. in. 1990) - which
held that association with organized crime could be considered an aggravating factor and
support an upward departure if that association was used by the defendant in carrying
out the crimes of which he has been convicted. The court also cited with approval

V 733 F. Supp. 1195 (N.D. Ill. 1990) in which that court required
a connection between the defendant's association to organized crimeand the offense of
conviction. The circuit court remanded the case to the district court to take what
additional evidence the govemment couldproduce and to make fully articulated and
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sufliciently particular Endings with regards to the basis and the extent of any departure
based upon ties to organized crime.

6 - 733 F. Supp - 1174 (ND. ILL. 1990),
grpgggi 1992 WL 186564 (Tth Cir. 1992)

Defendant convicted on various counts of conspiracy to commit extortion,
attempted extortion, and solicitation to commit a crime of violence. At sentencing,
government moved to enhance defendant's sentence based upon his connections to "the
Mob" and organized crime. Specifically, the govemment argued that Schweihs
committed his crimes

9 ' "

f r 1 n.
In agreeing with the govemment, the court noted in passing:

While it remains a mystery as to why the Guidelines do not consider
the presence of organizedcrime as a factor to be considered at
sentencing, there is ample and widespread comment in the case law
on the dangers such enterprises pose for society . . . (citations
omitted). Organized mime is extraordinarily diflicult to detect and
prosecute, and, since organized crime structures are in essence
business ventures, they are able to manufacture a high volume of
their product - crime. Furthermore, because of its business, such
an organization is more likely to be deterred by the prospect of
prison than, say, a person who commits a crime of passion.

In granting the government's motion for an upward departure, the court
analogized to extortion guidelines and the provision for enhancement for discharge of a
firearm, 283.2(b)(2)(A). Finding that use of mob ties was even worse than the discharge
of a Erearm in that it had "wide-spread implications" to society, the court gave the
defendant a 7-level enhancement.

7. 733 F. Supp. 1195 (N.D. Ill. 1990)

The defendant was convicted by plea of mnning an illegal gambling operation.
Nine others pled guilty also. At sentencing the govemment requested an upward
departure for Cortina and two others. One ground asserted was the defendants'
association with organized crime. ln denying this ground, the court held:

Defendants' connections to organized crime are allegedly related to
their illegal gambling operation. The govemment concedes that
there is no evidence at all in this case of any violence, extortion, or
other criminality normally associated with mob activities. Since .

defendants have already been charged with and havepled guilty to
conducting illegal gambling activities, their gambling connection to
organized crime has already been taken into consideration by the
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The court went on to comment that the government had simply failed to present
sufficiently reliable or credible evidence to even connect the defendants with organized
crime.

anz- n Pr le

1. M v ni 502 F.Zd 554 (gth Cir.), 419 U.S. 1124, 95
S. Ct. 809 (1974)

Defendant was convicted in 1973 of unlawful exportation of firearms. Conditions
of probation included: belong to no Irish organizations; belong to no Irish Catholic
organizations; not visit any Irish pubs; and accept no employment, directly or indirectly
from any Irish organization The district court based these conditions on defendants'
"tremendous emotional involvement" in the Irish Republican movement.

In affirming the conditions on appeal, the courtheld:

The courts strive to protect freedom of speech, religion and racial equality, but'
li-eedom of association may be restricted if reasonably necessary to accomplish the
essential needs of the state and public order There is a reasonable nexus
between the probation conditions and the goals of probation. A convicted
criminal may be reasonably restricted as part of his sentence with respect to his
associations in order to prevent his future criminality.

2- 838 F.Zd 371 (gth Cit. 1988)

Following defendant's conviction for embeulement of public funds, the Court
sentenced her to probation, one condition of which was that she could not receive any
remuneration for speaking engagements, written publications, movies or other media
coverage of her crime. The circuit court affirmed on appeal:

The test for validity ofprobation conditions, even where preferred' rights
are affected, is whether, the conditions are primarily designed to meet the
ends of rehabilitation and protection of thepublic.

The court went on to specify that the defendant's right to speak was not restricted,
just her ability to make money from her crime while on probation.
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B. 940 F.Zd 478 (gui cu. 1991)

Defendant was convicted of felon in possession of a firearm with other charges
dismissed. As a condition of his supervised release, the court prohibited him from being
involved in any motorcycle gang or club. On appeal, the circuit court affirmed, finding
the restriction valid to meet the ends of rehabilitation and to protect the public.

4. 854 F.Zd 830 (bth Cir. 1988)

On appeal, the defendant argued the Parole Commission was not permitted to
rely upon the predicate RICO offenses of whichdefendant was acquitted. The court
held that the Commission could properly take into account the fact that the defendant
was a member of a criminal enterprise which was involved in murder; his sentence could
logically be greater than someone's whose criminal enterprise did not involve such
serious crimes;

5. , 901 F.Zd 205 (Znd Cir. 1990)

Defendants were each sentenced to long terms in prison following their
convictions for distributing heroin. In determining the sentence, the district court relied
upon the "massive quantities of heroin" distributed in "blatant disregard of the law" and
discussed the enormous psychological and physical damage wrought to the recipients of
this scheme. In affirming the sentence, the circuit court stated:

[G]iven the policies underlying the pertinent federal legislation, the court's
concem with, and focus upon, the massive damage inflicted by this intensive,
lengthy and highly remunerative narcotics operation was thoroughly justified.

1. No. 91-5032 (July 20, 1992, 10th Cir.)

Defendant appealed following jury conviction for conspiracy to distribute cocaine.
During trial, defendant alleged to be member of gang, Crips, for whom he sold the drugs
for which he was convicted. No enhancement sought and defendant given 15-year pre-
guideline sentence. Appeal on substantive issues which arose in trial.

2. No. 91-50082 (gth Ci!. June 24, 1992) (unpublished)

After a joint task force was created specifically targeting gangs, defendant was
arrested and convicted of felon in possession of a firearm. He was sentenced as a career
offender to 96 months imprisonment. On appeal, the case was remanded following
S.aLa~,gn decision. No enhancement sought or given despite the speciic gang-related
nature of the arrest and conviction.

3. Nos. 89-4098, et al. (bth Cir. Oct. 31, 1991)
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Defendant and others prosecuted and convicted of distributionof crack cocaine
and cocaine. Defendant and group all members of Cripsl and the distribution of dmgs
was run as a gang project. No gang enhancement requested; however, the court did
upwardly depart based upon inadequacy of criminal history in representing Seale's
"proclivity to violence." Actual sentence not given but appears base offense level was 32.

4. V 931 F.Zd 359 (bth Cir. 1991) (reconsideration denied
Mar. 4, 1991)

Defendant was the leader of the Los Angeles chapter of the Hell's Angels and the
recognized leader of the nationwide Hell's Angels outlaw motorcycle gang. When a
member of the Alaska chapter of the Hell's Angels was murdered by the rival Outlaws
motorcycle gang, defendant and the Hell's Angels plotted to kill one of the Outlaws.
Defendant was ultimately convicted of several crimes. At sentencing, no gang
enhancement was sought notwithstanding the very clear gang-relatedness of this offense.

5. Ill v. R No. 89-2889 (Tth Cir. Nov. 5, 1990)

Defendant was a member of the Outlaws motorcycle gang and was arrested while
sleeping inside the clubhouse, protecting it, in possession of a firearm Sentenced as an
Armed Career Criminal to 15 years; again, no gang enhancement sought or given.

6. 899 F.Zd 983 (10th Cir.), 111 S. Ct. 160 (1990)

Defendant convicted of offense committed while in prison. Admitted member of
Crips actively using fellow Clips members while in prison. Conn upwardly departed
based upon prison disciplinary record but not for gang-related conduct.

7. V 910 F.Zd 1342 (bth Cir. 1990)

Notwithstanding defendant's membership in the Iron Horsemen outlaw motorcycle
gang and conviction for weapons possession, no gang enhancement sought and upward
departure based on other grounds.

8. 893 F.Zd 63 (4th Cit. 1990)

Defendant was a recognized member of the Clips. He plead guilty to felon in
possession of a Erearm, a 92A(c) count, and providing false information to acquire a
firearm. The district court departed downward from a range of 292-365 to 180 months
plus the required consecutive 60 months. No gang enhancement; case remanded to
determine speciic grounds for departure and less spread in departure.

9.

868, 110 S. Ct. 192 (1989)
876 F.Zd 1381 (Bth Cir. I989), 493 U.S.
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Defendant was a member of Clips and was arrested in Kansas City Airport, in
Clips colors, for possession of drugs with intent to distribute. No gang enhancement
sought and defendant sentenced to 33 months.

10. 888 F.Zd 1252 (Bth Cit. 1989)

Defendant admitted member of Bloods gang and convicted of possession with
intent to distribute cocaine base and 924(c). No gang enhancement sought and
sentenced to 70 months with required consecutive 60.
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